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Disclaimer 
The analysis in this report is undertaken at an aggregate industry level to assist in the 
consideration of alternative management arrangements for the fishery. The results 
should not be construed as offering investment advice and should not be used or relied 





This report finalizes the requirements of the original brief and of the supplementary 
request for extra modelling work.  The additional modelling requested required some 
new assumptions to be tested.  
Whilst the additional modelling added new scenarios, it also changed the substance of 
some of the results from the modelling work around the original brief. This is because 
of changed assumptions on certain key variables that needed to considered and 
reworked across all scenarios to ensure consistency in the modelling results. 
This report includes this additional work and presents the results across scenarios on a 
consistent basis. 
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Economic Research Associates (ERA) was commissioned to evaluate the relative 
‘socio-economic’ benefits of alternative management Scenarios for the Western Rock 
Lobster Managed Fishery. This study is intended as input into industry’s 
consideration of the future management policy direction for the fishery. 
The Alternative Scenarios 
The key variables for defining management scenarios related to the Total Allowable 
Commercial Catch or TACC (either fixed or variable), number of pots (fixed versus 
flexible), prices (positive marketing price premiums for extended season and inter 
(between) and intra (within) seasonal catch stability) and pot design. In all eleven 
alternative management scenarios were modelled with varying combinations of the 
key variables.  
There were three broad management approaches encompassed in the scenarios 
modelled. These were:  
• Input or effort controlled (ITE) scenarios that include the existing management 
rules (Scenario 1), a variant of the existing regime in the form of a 20 per cent 
pot reduction (Scenario 1a), and a modified ITE regime based on pot/fishing 
days with an extended fishing season that provided scope for greater flexibility 
around the choice of when to fish (Scenario 2). 
• Catch quotas coupled with input controls over pot numbers, but with some 
modest flexibility in pot design and an extended fishing season. The 
alternative options under this grouping specified either a fixed TACC 
(Scenario 3a); or a variable TACC (Scenarios 3b, 3c, and 3d). Key issues for 
these Scenarios were assumptions around sustainability rules used for the 
determination of catch quotas, the bases for operating quota in Zones A and B, 
and various marketing price premium assumptions. 
• Catch controlled options based on pure ITQ scenarios, where there was greater 
freedom over pot numbers, and pot design, including an extended fishing 
season. The alternative options under this grouping specified either fixed 
TACC (Scenarios 4a) or variable ITQ (Scenarios 4b, 4c, and 4d). Again key 
issues for these Scenarios were assumptions around sustainability rules used 
for the determination of catch quotas, the bases for operating quota in Zones A 
and B, and various marketing price premium assumptions. 
The existing regime (Scenario 1) was used as the base case against which the 
outcomes for  other scenarios were compared and assessed. In making the assessment 
particular attention was paid to the sustainability of the biomass and the estimated net 
benefits, although for each scenario a variety of outputs have been estimated. 
This approach provided modelling results on a sound and consistent basis across a 
broad spectrum of possible management options within each of these management 
approaches. 
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The Evaluation Model 
The evaluation of the alternative management Scenarios is based on a highly non 
linear optimization model that integrated the biology of the fishery in each zone with 
the economics of fishing activity in those zones. The biological component was tested 
extensively and closely replicates historical data from the West Coast Rock Lobster 
Fishery on biomass, catch and effort over a ten-year period.  
The model runs recursively over a ten-year period to allow the biological cycle that 
typically characterized the fishery in past data to be played out in full. Hence, the 
results for each scenario cover a ten-year period for each of the key output variables 
such as catch, pot lifts, biomass and net economic benefits.  
For each management Scenario, these optimization results reflect ten years in long 
term, steady state, equilibrium. That is, the results are for a ten-year cycle that 
commences once all the implementation or transition adjustments that occur in 
response to the adoption of any particular scenario have taken place. This modelling 
approach ensures that alternatives were assessed and compared on a consistent basis. 
The optimization is based on maximizing net economic returns or benefits for Zone C 
and for Zones A and B combined under each of the alternative management regimes. 
A management regime is captured by specifying a number of constraints, such as a 
constraint on catch or days fished. 
Zones A and B were combined in the optimization because all of the fleet accesses the 
Zone B biological stock for the first part of the fishing season, but only some of the 
fleet accesses the Zone A biological stock in the Abrolhos Islands for the second part 
of the fishing season. Among other things, this approach avoided the difficulty of 
splitting the fixed costs between the respective zones for fishers with Zone A 
authorizations that can fish in Zone B until mid-March. In the circumstances, 
producing combined Zone A/B results for net economic benefits was seen as the most 
plausible approach. Whilst this was necessary for the modelling, it should not be taken 
as advocating a change to the existing boundaries in the northern region of the fishery. 
In analysing the alternative management Scenarios, we were also asked to take 
account of any marketing benefits (in the form of price gains) that might arise under 
the alternative Scenarios. The results, therefore, incorporate efficiency gains as well 
as price gains associated with moving to any of the possible alternative Scenarios 
specified. 
The focus of the modelling is the assessment of the relative net economic benefits 
associated with the various scenarios modeled. Some variables affect the absolute 
level of estimated net benefit but have little or no impact on the relative net benefits 
across scenarios. General cost increases and exchange rate variations are in this 
category. The model does not factor in general price rises/cost increases or exchange 
rate variations. Where cost increases affect some scenarios but not others they have 
been specifically accounted for. The major one in this category is the additional 
fishery management costs under the TACC scenarios. 
Data Used 
Extensive research work on the existing regime has resulted in a comprehensive body 
of data on stocks, effort and catch going back several years. These data have been 
used in the model building and testing.  
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In the case of the alternative Scenarios, there was no such body of data, so some 
original data collection was necessary on many matters. This was collected through 
discussions with fishers and processors on how behaviour and prices might change 
under the alternative Scenarios; as well as from observable developments in other 
jurisdictions (e.g. South Australia and New Zealand) where management regimes 
similar to the alternative Scenarios had been adopted. 
Modelling Results 
The modelling was undertaken in accordance with the Tender requirements. 
The results allow consideration of the relative gains (measured as net economic 
benefits) from moving from the current to the specified alternative management 
regimes. Although gains in net economic benefits is the logical starting point for 
assessment, the analysis produces comparison data on many important variables, 
including annual catch by zone, annual pot lifts by zone,  breeder biomass index by 
zone and biomass of mature, recruits and breeders by zone.  
The original brief did not ask us to model the implementation or transition phase for 
each of the alternatives. Hence the estimated net economic benefits do not include any 
such costs that might be associated with the implementation of these alternatives. 
While these costs can be significant, they were ignored when considering the 
alternative scenarios. 
The comparative results show that: 
• All the alternatives produce net benefit outcomes greater than the existing 
regime (Scenario 1); 
• The net benefit gains were higher under TACC based Scenarios (Scenarios 3 
and 4 options); and 
• The net benefit gains were greatest under the ITQ regimes (Scenario 4 
options). 
The ITQ Scenario 4 produces significantly higher net benefits. The significant gains 
associated with Scenario 4 reflect the relaxation of the constraints on pot numbers, pot 
design and the extended fishing season. They arise from a combination of increased 
pot efficiencies, fleet rationalization driven by having more pots per boat and 
increased input (cost) efficiencies which arise as fishers focus on minimizing the cost 
for a given level of catch. 
The Comparative Net Economic Benefits 
Based on consultation with the Project Steering Committee, it is suggested that 
industry focus their attention on the key issues by comparing three options that 
appeared to be the most ‘realistic’ alternatives to the existing base case (Scenario 1). 
These are options that minimise the biological risks posed by changes to the 
management arrangements for the fishery, and make conservative assumptions about 
the potential price premiums due to improved marketing.  
The three alternative scenarios were a variation of the base case in the form of a 20 
per cent pot reduction (Scenario 1a), a variable TACC alternative based on 
conservative quota determination rules and marketing price premium combined with a 
constraint over pot numbers and some improvements in pot design (Scenario 3d); and 
a variable ITQ which was a pure catch quota regime with no constraint over pot 
numbers and much more efficient pot design (Scenario 4d).   
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The comparative net economic benefit results for these three alternative compared to 
the base case are shown below. These are modelling results and should not be seen as 


























Zone A/B Zone C
Zone C 12,101,428 12,864,621 22,640,503 45,867,652
Zone A/B 3,309,887 4,058,537 13,199,199 36,805,714
Scenario 1 Scenario 1c Scenario 3d Scenario 4d
 
ative, as the actual implementation 




e net gains in net economic benefits over the base case were largely 
reflected the existing state of knowledge about world lobster markets.  
Whilst the absolute levels of these estimated aggregate net economic benefits are 
significant, the key consideration from a policy evaluation perspective is the relative 
level of the net economic benefits between the Scenarios. 
The net economic benefit estimates may be conserv
of alternative management arrangements could indu
enhance efficiency in ways that we cannot easily identify and /or model at this stage. 
For instance, while operating more that one quota entitlement on a single fishing boa
license might increase efficiency, this possible development has not bee
The ITQ regime (Scenarios 4d) results show relatively greater gains from improved 
efficiency. In an industry where costs associated with lobster fishing activities are 
largely fixed, this may offer a realistic way for individual fishers to significantly drive 
down costs per unit of catch in the long run and improve viability in an industry that is 
increasingly commoditized and is facing declining terms of trade (i.e. costs are rising 
faster than prices received in this commoditized trade). 
The net benefit estimates for these alternative Scenarios were a combination of price 
differentials and pure efficiency gains. In the case of the three alternatives abo
source of th
attributable to efficiency gains, even for the variable TACC scenarios 3d and ITQ 
Scenario 4d, reflecting the conservative marketing price premium assumptions. 
The Sensitivity of Net Economic Benefit Results to 
Marketing Price Premium Changes 
Prices and marketing premiums over those prevailing under the existing regime used 
in modelling alternative options drew on discussions with the processing sector and 
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From these discussions, we identified three possible sources of extra price gains. They
consisted of ‘extended season’ marketing price premiums (for Scenarios 2, 3, and 4)
‘inter-year’ stability marketing price premiums (for certain Scenario 3 and 4 options)
and an ‘intra-seasonal’ stability marketing price premiums (under Scenario 4 optio






e variable TACC Scenario (3d)  and 









epend on how individual lobster businesses respond to the any changed management 
gime or rules that may be adopted. 
d regulated minimum 
r waters.  
Taking account of both vessel numbers and pot lift changes, the most significant 
 
d 
ers and crew that 
pulation 
premium assumptions as the base case, whilst th
the variable ITQ Scenario (4d) which generally
case catch, factored in conservative assumptions about extra marketing price 
premiums. 
In practice, the actual price levels and marketing price premiums will only be known 
once the processing sector commences marketing on the basis of whatever 
management regime is adopted. There will be a degree of uncertainty about the extent
to which the price assumptions under each of the alternative Scenarios are reasonable 
and realizable, particularly as they are dependent on world market developments that 
are outside the industry’s control. 
Efficiency gains across scenarios are generated from within the industry. In this sen
the efficiency gains are relatively more “bankable”.  
A comparison between two sets of variable ITQ Scenarios (4c and 4d) with the same 
management rules and where the only difference was the assumed marketing price 
premium, shows that the resulting net economic benefits, whilst impacted, were no
markedly different. This analysis reaffirmed that a major source of the net benefit 
gains was in terms of potentially ‘bankable’ improvements in economic efficiency. 
Employment and Social Impacts 
In the catching sector, boat numbers and pot lifts largely drive employment. There 
reduced boat numbers, compared to the current level, under all Scenarios. How
the greatest rationalization in the fleet occurs under Scenario 4 options, where 
‘representative’ boat numbers are approximately halved. In practice, the actual bo
number outcomes under each of the alternatives Scenarios could be different and w
d
re
Deckhand employment is driven by pot numbers, pot lifts an
crewing levels for boats above a certain size operating deepe
potential employment impacts occur under Scenarios 4 options (the fixed and variable
ITQ’s).  
However, employment in rock lobster harvesting is not significant in any affecte
Shires, but is more significant in term of some regional centres. Assessing how the 
changes in employment might occur across urban and regional centres is virtually 
impossible as it depends on individual decisions made by boat own
are not modelled. 
The model is a long run equilibrium model and we expect any adjustments to take 
several years. This is important because growth in the key Mid-West region is 
generating alternative attractive employment opportunities, which are already putting 
pressure on the industry to keep crew. Other centres are experiencing po
growth through urbanization which is reducing rock lobster significance to them. 
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Fisheries Management Implication Issues 
Several resource sustainability risks are outlined in the report. These risks are greater
for the fixed TACC Scenarios 3a and the fixed ITQ Scenario 4a than they are for the 
existing regime (Scenario 1 or its varia
 
nt Scenario 1a)  t during low abundance 
eriods based on the TACC setting rule used in the modelling. However, the more 
conservative the level at which the fixed TACC/ITQ  is set under Scenarios 3a and 4a 
to mitigate this risk the greater the impact on fleet rationalization. 
These sustainability risks under the TACC controlled Scenarios tend to be greater in 
Zone C, and, although not insignificant in Zone A, this stock has been shown to be 
quite resilient in the past although the biological reasons are not entirely clear. The 
modelling results suggest the risk profile in Zone B under these TACC Scenarios does 
not appear to be material for the TACC setting rules used in the model. 
The modelling results also highlight the need for effort reductions (pot numbers 
and/or fishing days) under the existing regime and the alternative pot/fishing days 
Scenario at or before the end of the ten-year period to ensure stocks remain 
sustainable. 
The additional fisheries management costs likely under the TACC controlled 
Scenarios were advised by the Fisheries Department. These extra costs are 
presumably related to activities designed to minimize these risks and are detailed in 
the report. The additional management costs were incorporated into the modelling of 
the TACC/ITQ controlled Scenarios. 
 
p
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1 Background 
1.1 Introduction 
The Western Australian Government requested the Department of Fisheries in 
conjunction with the Rock Lobster Industry Advisory Committee to review the 
management arrangements in place for the West Coast Rock Lobster Managed 
Fishery. In this review, any further efficiency gains from additional changes to the 
current regulatory regime, including but not limited to the costs and risks of 
management failure, were to be quantified.  
The review is being conduct in an Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) 
framework, so as to enable: 
• The Department of Fisheries to continue to pursue excellence in fisheries 
management, and 
• The Government to address the ‘public interest’ testi of National Competition 
Policy (NCP) when considering the future management of West Coast Rock 
Lobster Managed Fishery. 
The review is a three-phased process that is being managed by a joint Department-
Industry Steering Committee. 
1.2 Scope of this Evaluation 
The evaluation of the economic efficiency gains and social impacts under alternative 
fisheries management options covered by this report are input into the first of this 
three-phased review process. The required tasks were progressed in consultation with 
this joint Steering Committeeii. 
The evaluation requested concentrates only on the fisheries management 
arrangements applying to the commercial harvest and post harvest of western rock 
lobster. The recreational management arrangements in this fishery and the inter-
sectoral allocation issues were specifically excluded from this evaluation. The later 
can affect the optimizing outcome from commercial use depending on overall use of 
the resource between these sectors that optimizes the economic and social benefits to 
society. 
1.3 Meeting Statutory Obligations 
The Fish Resources Management Act 1994 requires the Department of Fisheries to 
manage the West Coast Rock Lobster Fishery so as to deliver the optimum long-term 
mix of economic and social benefits to the State in an ecologically sustainable 
manner. Hence, the economic and social benefits that flow to the community from 
ecologically sustainable use of the western rock lobster resource have to be assessed 
in an integrated manner.   
In particular, the Department of Fisheries needed to know which management 
approach provides:  
• the greatest incentives and opportunity for growth in economic return from all 
sectors of the rock lobster industry to Western Australia; and  
• a net ‘socio-economic benefit’ to the Western Australian community by 
encouraging the maintenance and development of regional communities. 
Also, with regard to the related need to comply with the National Competition Policy 
and the associated competition policy principles agreed between the Commonwealth 
and all the States, this evaluation is designed to provide guidance as to the extent to 
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which alternative management arrangements for the West Coast Rock Lobster 
Managed Fishery satisfy the determined ‘public interest’ test, and contribute to the 
achievement of ‘non-economic’ government objectives (e.g. conservation of the 
marine environment, support for regional development and rural employment).  
This evaluation report is not a formal NCP review of the restrictions under the 
alternative management options. However, the results of the analysis contained in this 
report will provide useful input for the Project Steering Committee, and policy 
makers:  
• To evaluate the net ‘socio-economic’ benefits of alternative fisheries 
management options, including the trade-offs between economic and social 
outcomes among the management scenarios, and 
• To address the ‘public interest’ test of national competition policy when 
resolving the future direction of management arrangements in this fishery.   
1.4 The Required Task 
The required task called for an objective and soundly based analysis of material costs 
and benefits associated with three broadly specified management scenarios using an 
interactive and integrated model. The management scenario that existed at the time of 
the Tender was taken as the benchmark case against which alternate management 
scenarios were compared and assessed.   
The integrated assessment of the relative advantages and disadvantages of each of the 
three specified scenarios were in the context of the above objectives for the review. In 
particular, the evaluation focused on material economic and social costs and benefits 
in an integrated way, including the following aspects:  
• Cost of production, and identification of economic opportunities and 
consequent changes in wealth distribution patterns that could be realized under 
alternate management systems;  
• Consideration of the costs of fisheries management, including the risk of 
biological or management failure under each scenario; and 
• Potential and likely market developments, or market advantage opportunities, 
under alternate management scenarios, and, for consistency purposes, 
• All alternatives were to be analysed in terms of the long term, steady state 
once all implementation or transition adjustments had taken place.  
After presentation of the modelling results for the alternative management options 
specified in the original brief, we were subsequently asked to model additional 
scenarios. The original and additional scenarios, which included a 20 per cent pot 
reduction option under the existing management, are discussed in Chapter 3. 
1.5 The Specified Alternative Fisheries Management Scenarios 
There are numerous possible combinations of spatial, temporal, biological, input and 
output controls that could be applied in designing alternative management regimes for 
the West Coast Rock Lobster Fishery. However, for practical purposes of this 
evaluation, the Tender brief specified three management scenarios. 
The three broadly specified management scenarios that “…needed to be equally 
assessed side by side” in this evaluation were as follows: 
• The Status Quo of Individually Transferable Effort (Pot) Controls – i.e. 
the system based on sustainable commercial utilization of the rock lobster 
resource by limiting the number of pots that can be fished in each zone, a 
range of biological controls and a limited season. This was based on the 
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management rules that existed after the maximum pot entitlement or so-called 
‘150 pot rule’ was discontinued but before the pot reductions and other 
management rule changes that were announced for the 2005/2006 season.  
• An Individually Transferable Effort System (ITE)– i.e. a management 
system based on individually transferable quotas on time and effort in each 
zone, and with the ability to set the Total Allowable Effort and biological 
controls based on sustainability needs and socio-economic objectives, but with 
more flexibility for individual operators to choose when they fish and how 
much gear they use at different times of the year.  
• An Individually Transferable Quota System (ITQ)– i.e. a management 
system based on individually transferable catch quotas in each zone, and with 
the ability to set the Total Allowable Commercial Catch (TACC) and 
biological controls based on sustainability needs and socio-economic 
objectives, but with the potential to provide the greatest freedom to operators 
in terms of when they choose to harvest their share of the catch. 
The specifications that were given for the alternative management scenarios are 
outlined in Chapter 3. 
1.6 The Approach and Process 





An extensive review of the fisheries management and economic literature both here 
and overseas to identify any published material elsewhere that was relevant to the 
required tasks of this evaluation. 
Specifications of the Management Rules 
The management rules that were to be incorporated in the model for each of the 
management scenarios were clarified with the Project Steering Committee. These are 
shown in Chapter 3. 
Model Development 
The development of a model that was able to identify and quantify the material 
differences in the benefits and costs of the three management scenarios for the West 
Coast lobster fishery. This built on related research previously undertaken by Prof 
Lindner.iii
The interactive model needed to be capable of integrating information across the 
biological, economic and social disciplines.  In particular, the cost benefit analysis 
must consider biological, economic and social issues based on current understanding 
of the western rock lobster and its environment.  
The developed model needed to be an optimising model; one that was robust and 
simple to use in providing a guide to industry behaviour under alternative 
management scenarios.  
Also, the model needed to be sufficiently interactive to predict the effects, trends and 
rate of change on key variables such as fleet size, fleet distribution, concentration of 
ownership, wealth distribution, net value of production, and employment shifts taking 
into account the sensitivity of regional community to changes within the rock lobster 
industry. 
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Whilst third parties provided extensive directly observable data relating to pre-
existing management regimes which was used to develop estimates of coefficient 
value contained in the interactive model, the outcomes in relation to these key 
variables had to be predicted for the benchmark scenario as well as the alternative 
scenarios.  
For instance, in the case of the benchmark scenario, the way in which lobster 
fishermen will adapt to the recent removal of the maximum entitlement holding (i.e. 
the ‘150 pot rule’) and its impact on further fleet rationalization, and on consequent 
reductions in the fishery’s capacity or number of usable pots, can not be observed 
directly, and needed to be predicted. Likewise, outcomes of the other two scenarios 
also needed to be predicted because at present they are counterfactual scenarios that 
have not been implemented in the West Coast Rock Lobster Fishery.  The inferential 
tasks in developing these scenarios should not be under-estimated when considering 
the results of the model contained later in this report.  
The outcomes of the ‘bio-economic’ optimisation model needed to be linked to the 
social consequences for West Coast regional fishing communities associated with the 
lobster fishery. The results from the model needed to be spatially distributed and 
linked to the social profiles of these regional communities. The UWA Regional 





A wide range of data needed to be collated and interpreted so as to estimate values of 
the large numbers of coefficients in the developed model. For instance, estimates 
needed to be made, inter alia, of the biological characteristics of the fishery, and 
changes in catching costs, in catch returns, and in resource rent from the fishery due to 
reduced boat numbers, more or less intensive pot use, extended fishing season, and 
altered seasonal catch variations. 
Apart from a harvest ‘cost of production’ survey, there was no provision for original 
data collection. All aggregate data requirements were generally sourced from the 
Department of Fisheries or through relevant members of the Steering Committee in 
the case of lobster market and price information. Also, whilst in South Australia and 
New Zealand, Prof. Lindner used the opportunity to talk to relevant fisheries policy 
and industry people regarding experiences in managing lobster fisheries in these 
jurisdictions. 
A ‘cost of production’ survey of individual lobster fishermen in each of the three 
commercial fishing zones was undertaken with the co-operation of the Department of 
Fisheries. Individuals’ financial data were sent directly to ERA and matched to their 
catch and effort return information that they had authorized the Fisheries Department 
to release to ERA. These individual data, which were obtained in accordance with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act, were provided to ERA on a strictly confidential basis 
and were used solely by ERA for aggregate statistical purposes in this report.  
Consultative Processes 
Regular meetings were held with the Steering Committee, during the course of this 
evaluation. These meetings, which are listed in Appendix 1, generally coincided with 
pre-determined project milestones. 
Two Focus Groups of lobster fishermen were formed with assistance of the 
Department of Fisheries and the Executive Director of the Western Rock Lobster 
Council. One related to Zone C, whilst the other jointly covered Zones A and B.  
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The Focus Groups were used as a means of obtaining insightful information into 
fishing practices and behaviour under the alternative management scenarios, including 
typical cost structures and of validating whether key underlying parameters and 
assumptions contained in the model were not unreasonable. 
ERA also consulted two small groups made up of people, one with particular 
knowledge and expertise relating to the biology of the fishery and the other focused 
on the economics of the fishery, as a means of ground truthing the data used and the 
structural relationships contained in each of these respective components of the 
evaluation model. 
1.7 The Report 
Chapter Two provides a snapshot of the current size and regional distribution of the 
commercial lobster fishing and processing activities. Chapter Three gives an outline 
of the management rules specified by the Steering Committee that were incorporated 
into the modelling of alternative management scenarios. Chapter Four sets out and 
explains the basic structure of the biological and economic models. Chapter Five 
describes the outputs from the model and the use of the model to compare scenarios. 
Chapter Six presents results for the various scenarios for each fishing zone as well as 
for the whole fishery. Employment in the fishery and the way it may be impacted by 
the adoption of each scenario is considered in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 works 
through a variety of management implications of the results. 
In the report abbreviations are used for each of the alternative management options 
that we were requested to model. These abbreviations are shown in Table 1-1 below 
and used consistently throughout the report. 
Table 1-1: Abbreviations Used for Alternative Management Scenarios 
Modelled 
Regime Type Scenarios Options Option Code Used 
Existing Rules ¹ Scenario 1 Current 
Regime 20% Pot Reduction Scenario 1a 
Input 
Controlled 
Modified ITE Pot/Fishing Days Scenario 2 
Fixed TACC Scenario 3a Catch Quotas with 
Pots Controlled 
Seasonal Quota with 
Limited Pot Numbers Variable TACC Scenarios 3b², 3c³, 3dª 
Fixed ITQ Scenario 4a,  Pure 
ITQ 
Seasonal 
Quotas Variable ITQ Scenarios 4b², 4c³, 4dª 
Notes: ¹ 2004-05 season’s rules. ² Robust TACC determination rule and price assumptions. ³ 
Conservative TACC determination rule and robust price assumptions. ª Conservative TACC 
determination rule and price assumption. 
        
For these scenarios and all related data throughout the report the term “pots” is used to 
reflect pots in the water unless otherwise specified. A description of other 
abbreviations and terms used in this Report is presented in Appendix 2.  
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2 The Western Rock Lobster Fishery 
2.1 Background 
The commercial West Coast lobster fishery, which extends from Cape Leeuwin in the 
South to NW Cape in the north, was the first fishery in Western Australia to be 
declared limited entry in March 1963. It was also the first fishery in the world to be 
certified ecologically sustainable by the internationally recognised Marine 
Stewardship Council.  
The fishery is the most valuable single species fishery in Australia, typically 
representing around 20 per cent of the gross value of the catch of Australian fisheries, 
or, on average, around $200 million to $390 million (at ‘beach’ prices) annually in 
recent years. The industry has a strong export orientation with usually around 95 per 
cent of the catch exported.iv
The historical data relative to the harvesting and processing sectors reflected in this 
Chapter represents observed adjustments to changes in management rules in the 
fishery under the existing regime (Scenario 1) and in trading and economic conditions 
that prevailed in the past. However, sufficient time had not elapsed at the time of this 
study to observe the full impact of industry adjustments to the withdrawal of the so-
called ‘150-pot rule’. Nor do they reflect any industry adjustments to the management 
rule changes announced for the 2005-2006 season. 
The fishery is divided into three access or commercial fishing zones. Lobster are 
caught using baited pots with commercial fishing by driving is banned. As pot 
numbers are restricted, pots have become valuable assets to commercial fishers. 
2.2 The Biology of the Fishery 
Based on Fisheries Department research, the Western rock lobster spawn and hatch 
their eggs mainly in deep waters, 40m or more in coastal waters, including the 
Abrolhos which is a major spawning area. After spending around 9 to 11 months in 
the open ocean between 400 to 2500 kilometres offshore, the larvae are carried 
towards the coast by currents. 
On returning to the continental shelf, they metamorphose to the next stage (called 
puerulus), and swim across the continental shelf, aided by wind and waves, to settle 
on inshore reefs where they moult within a week or two into juveniles. 
Each year in coastal waters between November and January, large numbers of pale-
coloured, recently moulted juveniles four to five years old (known as ‘whites’) 
migrate from inshore to deeper reefs offshore. During the ‘whites run’, the lobsters are 
highly vulnerable to fishing and large catches are taken by the commercial fleet (and 
recreational fishers). 
On making the deeper water breeding grounds, the lobsters mature and spawn a year 
or two later, when six or seven years old. Adult and non-migrating lobsters (known as 
‘reds’) generally form the catch between February and 30 June. The survivors 
represent the closing stock of biomass in the fishery. 
Recruitment in the fishery is usually viewed in two stages. First, the annual settlement 
of the puerulus on the inshore reefs and then each season’s lobster that reaches the 
legal catchable size. The relationships between these recruitment levels provide a 
generally reliable guide to future sustainable catches from the fishery. 
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Puerulus settlement is affected by the strength of the El Nino affected Leeuwin 
Current and westerly wind conditions. The stronger the Leeuwin Current and winter 
westerly storms, the better the settlement and vice versa. 
2.3 Commercial Harvest Sector 
2.3.1 Catch Volumes and Values 
The commercial harvest of lobster from the West Coast fishery is characterized by 
‘season-to-season’ fluctuations in both catch volumes and value under past 
management arrangements. Over the past 14 years, catch volumes ranged from 9000 
tonnes to 14,500 tonnes, whilst the estimated annual values of the landed catch ranged 
between $190 million to $392 million. These data, which are given in Appendix 3, are 
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Source Data: Fisheries Department 
Figure 2-1: Catch Volume and Catch Value-1990-91 to 2003-04 
Lobster Seasons 
In general, around 55 per cent of the total catch is taken from the southern zone (i.e. 
Zone C) of the fishery, whilst about 30 per cent is caught in northern Zone B and the 
remaining 15 per cent is taken at Abrolhos Group of Islands off the mid-northwest 
coast. 
Lobster catches are landed at thirty-four mainland locations along the West Coast, and 
are generally the most valuable species in terms of the total value of all landed fish 
catches for fishing communities located between Mandurah and Kalbarri. These data 
are shown in Table 2-1 below. 
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Table 2-1: Western Rock Lobster Fishing Fleet, Crew Numbers, and Catch by Coastal Locations-2003-2004 Season¹ 
Landed Catch Landed Value Locations  Boats²









the all species 






the total value of all 
species catch landed 
at the location (%) 
Kalbarri        9 27 522 3.8 63.8 9.914 86.1
Port Gregory 10 30 121 0.9 89.6 2.293 97.6 
Horrocks Beach 4 8 24 87 0.6 95.6 1.651 99.9 
Geradton 5 132 396 2608 19.2 47.8 49.581 87.5 
Dongara 6 58 174 892 6.6 91.2 16.947 97.6 
Leeman 7 37 111 498 3.7 93.1 9.467 98.2 
Knobby Head 4 2 6 36 0.3 97.3 0.677 99.6 
Cliff Head 2 6 114 0.8 97.4 2.162 99.5 
Freshwater Point 17 51 362 2.7 97.3 6.872 99.5 
Desperate Bay 3 15 103 0.8 99.0 1.959 99.6 
Green Head 9 27 225 1.6 93.0 4.274 98.6 
Jurien Bay 17 51 591 4.4 89.0 11.238 97.7 
Cervantes        18 54 656 4.8 97.0 12.460 99.2
Little Bay 4   37 0.3 94.5 0.702 99.0 
Lancelin 8 43 129 1239 9.1 96.2 23.531 99.1 
Ledge Point 24 72 603 4.4 96.8 11.463 99.3 
Sandy Point 4   27 0.2 100.0 0.510 100.0 
Seabird        5 15 293 2.2 99.9 5.560 99.9
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Landed Catch Landed Value Locations  Boats²









the all species 






the total value of all 
species catch landed 
at the location (%) 
Fremantle 9 141 423 2938 21.7 56.8 55.820 89.5 
Mandurah        24 72 924 6.8 74.5 17.547 93.9
Bunbury        2 6 167 1.2 21.3 3.176 65.0
Busselton 10 1 3 312 2.3 30.3 5.934 83.0 
Hamlin Bay   214 1.6 75.4 4.071 94.6 
Augusta        116 0.9 30.2 2.204 37.7
Total        561 1683 13,685 260..013
Source: Department of Fisheries,  Australian Bureau of Statistics 
Notes:  
1 The 2003-2004 season is regarded as an above average catch season. 
2.Boat numbers represent the homeports of vessels with an attached west coast rock lobster managed fishery license. Boats may land lobster catches in fishing locations other than their homeports. 
Crew number estimates based on the average of crew (skipper plus 2 deckies)/ boats. The home residence of individual crew members can be different to that of the boats home port. For example, 
crew on a lobster boat home ported at Dongara may come from Geraldton.  
3 The same percentage also applies for the landed value of lobster catch given the same average ‘beach’ price applies across the fishery. 
4 The other reported catch landed at these locations relates entirely to lobster fishing activity. 
5 Includes lobster catches landed at the Abrolhos and Pelsart Islands, Drummond Cove, and Coronation Beach. 
6 Includes lobster catch landed at 7Mile Beach. 
7 Includes lobster catch landed at Beagle Island. 
8 Includes lobster catch landed at Wedge Island. 
9 Includes lobster catches landed at Two Rocks, Yanhcep, Mindarie Keys, Hillarys, Perth and Safety Bay. 
10 Includes lobster catches landed at Quindalup and Dunsborough. 
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There have been significant ‘year-to-year’ fluctuations in landed catch volumes and 
values in these coastal locations (See Appendix 4). This has meant significant annual 
income fluctuations that these regional locations have autonomously adjusted to.   
2.3.2 Boats, Crew, Pot Numbers and Pot Lifts 
There has been a shift to a smaller, more concentrated, lobster fishing fleet comprised 
of a greater proportion of larger vessels with, on average, a greater number of attached 
pot entitlement under the existing management arrangements.  
Licensed boat numbers in the fishery, which are given in Appendix 5, have declined 
from 858 when the limited entry fishery was created in 1963 to 572 in the recent 
2003-2004 season, or, almost one third. Figure 2-2 shows the trend in the lobster fleet 
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Figure 2-2: Lobster Boats with Attached Lobster Entitlements: 
1963/64 to 2003/04  
Of the 572 boats in the 2003-04 season, 554 were able to fish having an attached west 
coast rock lobster managed fishery license that met the minimum pot holding 
requirement. 
These data also indicate that the key variable of catch and boats are not related. This is 
illustrated by Figure 2-3. 
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tion of the lobster fleet by homeport is shown in Table 2-1. Almost one 
, 
 in 
r than the homeport of the boat. 
o 
 Figure 
2-4 below. The number of three-crewed boats has been trending upward, whilst the 
two-crewed lobster boats have done the opposite. This appears to be indicative of a 
shift towards larger boats in the fleet. In this context, there is a legal requirement for 
lobster fishing boats which are 15 metres and longer operating in distant water, to 
carry a minimum of three crew members. 
Source Data: Fisheries Department 
 
Figure 2-3 : Boat Numbers and Catch-1990/91 to 2003/04 Seasons 
The distribu
half of the lobster fishing fleet is home ported in the regional environs of Fremantle 
and Geraldton. This increases to 82% of the fleet when boats home ported in Dongara
Leeman, Lancelin, Ledge Point and Mandurah are included. Despite this heavy 
concentration in the homeport of the lobster fleet, the fleet has become more mobile
recent years with catches being landed in ports othe
Currently, all lobster fishers have the right to access the West Coast ‘Wetline’ fishery 
but not all fishers exercise this right. 
The number of boats by crewing levels by month over recent years is shown in 
Appendix 6. Around 80% of the boats operate with three crew (a skipper and tw
deckhands), although this can vary within and between seasons as shown by
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Figure 2-4: Boat Numbers by Crewing Levels by Month-1996/97 to 
Contrary to eet size and the 
 
ot 
n in Appendix 7 an  in Figure 2-5 below. These data suggest 
that the pot unit entitlement category ber of licenses tend to be 
slightly higher in Zone C
proportiona
2003/04 
 an often generally held impression, the contraction in fl
movement towards larger vessels in the fleet may not have acted as negatively on 
aggregate employment opportunities in the commercial lobster fishing industry. 
Whilst a reduction in the number of vessels may have reduced the demand for lobster 
boat skippers, the higher crewing level on larger vessels may have offered continued 
employment opportunities for deckhands in the commercial lobster fishing industry, 
although these opportunities may have been locationally different to those that existed
in the past. 
The number of pots that may be operated in the fishery was reduced by 18 per cent 
from the 1993-94 season for resource sustainability reasons. The number is currently 
around 56,813 pots. These kinds of adjustment to the commercial fishing effort can be 
expected from time to time in effort controlled fisheries if ‘technological creep’ in 
fishing practices threatens resource sustainability. 
The distribution of Western Rock Lobster Managed Fishery Licenses by endorsed p
unit entitlements is show d
 with the most num
 than Zones A and B, although in Zone A there are a 
tely greater number in the largest pot unit entitlement category. 
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 Source: Fisheries Department 
Figure 2-5: Distribution of Western Rock Lobster Managed Fishe
Licenses by Pot Unit Entitlements: 2003-04 Season  






effective from 1993/94 season, which is shown in Appendix 8 has not shown the same 
degree of variability as catch levels as highlighted by Figure 2-6 below. For instance, 
catch volume in 2001-02, which is considered to be a below average catch season, and
2003/04 being indicative of an above average catch season, the industry’s catch 
volume changes by 51.3% but the pot lifts varied by only 1.5%. In the case of Zones 
A and B combined, the catch volume varied by 21.4% whilst the pot lifts changed by
2.5%. In Zone C the differences in variability were more pronounced with catch 
volumes up 78.5% between the two seasons, whilst pot lifts changed by just 0.7%. As 
pot lifts is a crew dependent variable, this smaller variability in pot lifts trends to 
supports the earlier observation that employment opportunities for deckhands may no
have been as negatively impacted by the fleet contraction as first impression might 
have led us to believe. 
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Zone C Pot Lifts Zones A & B (Pot lif ts)
Zone C Catch (t) Zones A & B Catch (t)
o
 
ess Structures of Lobster Fishing Operations 
The distribu
Fishery lice
broadly sim , the entity holding the fishing boat license and the entity 
shown on the attached WRLMF license were not always the same. 
T at w le lo
2-2: sin ct ob  Fi per ns 
Busin tu c  (%
Source Data: Fisheries Department 
Figure 2-6: Pot Lifts and Catch by Zones-1993/94 to 2003/04 
2.3.3 Busin
tion of business structures shown on Western Rock Lobster Managed 
nses and on fishing boat licenses with an attached WRLMF license were 
ilar, although





















rships, companies, and trusts.  ¹ Predominately family partne
 ² Included deceased estates 
 Source 
 
Data: Fisheries Department 
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2.3.4 Costs and Cost Structures 
Twenty-one lobster fishing businesses responded to our cost of production survey. For 
those which operated more than one lobster boat, individual boat data were provided. 
This gave us in total data for 23 lobster boat operation covering Zone A (5), Zone B 
(12) and Zone C (6).   
The num




g of both Zone A and B fishermen) and individual respondents to the cost of 
production survey. This provided a broad insight into the typical fishing practices in 
each of the lobster fishing zones and into the key fixed and variable costs associated 
with boats, pots, catch and the running of the lobster fishing business. 
There was considerable heterogeneity among individual lobster fishing respondents 
within and between zones in terms of pot fishing methods used and production costs. 
As the respondents were mostly family run businesses, these differences were due in 
part to difference family objectives, values and attitudes. However, there was one 
aspect that was common to all respondents. The costs of operating the lobster fishing 
business under the existing fishery management rules remained relatively unchanged 
irrespective of the predicted catch volumes (a below or above average season). The 
boat fuel, bait costs, crewing levels, pot numbers tended to be broadly similar across 
seasons. This suggests the cost of operating a lobster fishing operation were driven 
more by the biology of the fishery than the economics. 
Indeed, the extra cost of the respondent fishermen in harvesting an increased catch 
volume or the marginal costs of lobster harvesting tended to be low and appeared to 
change little across the catch volume ranges used. (The volume range reflected the 
catching experiences of the past decade.) This was consistent with the general 
impressions obtained during the discussions with the Focus Groups of lobster 
fishermen. 
The marginal cost differed among respondents, between enterprises of different size 
e size 
ited number of observations) . 
Despite the s 
es across zones and boat sizes under the existing 
 
ber of responses from lobster fishermen, whilst not as extensive as was 
 provided insightful information on cost i
section of fishing operations by size (measured in terms of the number of pots and 
boat size) for each of the lobster fishing zones. These data also included informati
on cost-volume relationships for individual enterprises, that is, the extent to whic
harvest cost change in response to changes in expected catch volumes. 
These data were supplemented by information obtained in discussions with two Foc
Groups of lobster fishermen (one comprising Zone C fishermen and the other 
consistin
and between zones (although the extent of the differences between som
categories in Zone A was more a reflection of the lim
se limitations, these data provided an insight in to how marginal cost
changed with catch volum
management arrangements. 
These marginal cost data are summarized in Table 2-3 below , which is consistent 
with what we would expect based on economic theory, gave us the basis for 
developing evidenced based assumptions about costs and cost structures under the 
alternative Scenarios. These assumptions were further tested in discussion with the 
Zone Focus Groups of lobster fishermen. 
 
The marginal costs were driven principally by crew costs. This primarily reflected the
basis on which crew were paid, including workers compensation premiums and the 
contribution to employee superannuation and, in some instances, changes in crewing 
levels between different catch volumes. 
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For the respondents, crew costs reflected, in most instances, a catch revenue-operating 
cost sharing arrangement, that is, a percentage of the catch revenue less a percentage 
of the fuel and bait costs, although the actual percentages and conditions varied 
among the respondents. There were also other costs beside those associated with crew 
hese marginal cost estimates. 
These inclu
Developme
paid by lob ased on a percentage of the 
 
that can vary with catch volume and are included in t
ded cost items such as fuel, bait and the amount paid relative to the 
nt and Better Interest Fee (DBI). This fee, which is included in pot fee 
ster fishermen to the Fisheries Department, is b
gross value of the industry’s lobster catch. In consequence, as the industry’s gross 
revenue rise or fall with changes in catch volume so to does the amount of the DBI fee
paid per pot. 
Table 2-3: Marginal Costs by Operational Size and Lobster Fishing 
Zone ($/kg) 
Zone A Zone B Zone C  
Firm Below to Average Above





















to Peak  
Season 







Small¹ 5.95 5.97 5.97 6.34 6.40 6.42 6.82 6.90 7.00 
Medium
² 
6.77 6.77 6.77 5.33 6.15 6.48 4.49 4.57 4.74 
Large³ 6.76 6.79 6.80 6.35 6.45 7.20 4.67 4.94 5.48 
Notes: 
¹Firms with 60-80 pots operating a lobster boat  <12 metres 
²Firms with 100-120 pots operating a lobster boat >12 metres and <15metres 
³Firms with  >130 pots operating a lobster boat  >15 metres. 
Source: Survey Respondents 
2.3.5  Lobster ‘Beach’ Prices 
Historical ‘beach’ price data shows, in general, that, whilst price can vary within and 
between seasons, a similar or single ‘beach’ price per kilogram was paid to fishermen 
irrespective of lobster grade, colour or zone from which the lobster originated. Under 
past and existing management rules in the fishery, there is a strong ‘rush to fish’ 
incentive among fishers to optimise catch shares. This fishing behaviour optimises the 
catch volumes that are effectively passed to processors to sell at the best returns that 
can be obtained from the market rather than fishing to optimise the aggregate industry 
revenue from a catch.  
2.3.6 Trends in Annual Beach Prices 
beach’ prices for western rock lobster in both current and constant 





reproduced in graphical form in Figure 2-7 below. These data show that, wh
current prices have trended upwards over this period, the rate of increase has not kept 
pace with domestic inflation as reflected by the downward trend in the real prices. 
(That is, the current prices adjusted for movements in the Perth Consumer Price 
Index). 
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Real Prices Nominal Prices




























































ns in current 
 in 
 the annual average ‘beach’ price between 
etween 
ar period standardized to reflect 2003-04 exchange 
rates are shown in Figure 2-8 along with the current prices. This shows that, if the 
ed over the mid-90’s to 2002-03 season, the ‘beach’ 
Sources: Fisheries Department and Australian Bureau of Statistics 
Figure 2-7: Annual Average ‘Beach’ Prices-1990-91 to 2003-04 
 
These data in Appendix 9 also show that the ‘year-to-year’ fluctuatio
prices are not due solely to ‘year-to-year’ changes in the catch volumes, but are,
large part, attributable to exchange rate variations. For instance, almost $10/kg or 
around two-thirds of the $14.75/kg fall in
the 2000-01 below average catch season ($33.75/kg) and the above average 2003-04 
season ($19/kg) can be attributed to exchange rate changes. The remaining one-third 
of this price decline can be attributable to the 51% increase in catch volume b
these years. 
The current prices over the 14-ye
Australian dollar had not weaken
price would have trended downwards rather than upwards exacerbating the industry’s 
declining terms of trade. 
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 changes in 
xpected catch volumes, and perhaps even nderlying changes in consumer tastes and 
preferences in certain key markets. 
2.3.7 Seasonality in Beach Prices 
Within season ‘beach’ prices data for each of the past 11 years were analyzed to 
remove any cyclical component and to isolate any systematic pattern within seasons. 
The within season beach prices pattern, which is shown in Figure 2-9 below, indicates 
that, as a general rule, the end of season prices have been typically higher than those 
earlier in the season. 
Sources: Fisheries Department and Reserve Bank of Australia 
Figure 2-8: Current and Exchange Rate Standardized Annual 
Average ‘Beach’ Prices-1990-91 to 2003-04 
The data suggests that, apart from volume and exchange rate movements and the loss 
of consumer confidence in Asia and the United States following the SARS outbreak 
and September 11, there appears to have been other factors at work that have 
contributed to these past ‘beach’ price fluctuations. This could include factors such as 
changes in the grade mix of the commercial catch, the product mix exported, the costs
f lobster processing and exporting, overseas buyers responding to knowno
e u
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Month
Source: Processors 
Figure 2-9: Pattern of Within Season Beach Prices: 1994-95 to 2004-05 
The pattern of within season beach prices averaged over this 11-year period is shown 
in Figure 2-10 below. If 2002-03 were excluded as being an exceptional year, the

























11 Year Average 10 Year Average (excl 2002-03)
Source: Processors 
Figure 2-10: Pattern of Within Season Beach Prices: Averages 
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Capturing Beach Prices in the Evaluation Model 
est that the ‘beach’ prices for lobster should not 
 exogenous for modelling purposes. That is, the modelling assumes that 
rmined externally rather than b  any action taken from 
is the basis on wh
e model. 
 into past developm ts xisting 
ation on how price levels and relativ
ed with these altern e m  
lling, ERA estimated possible below and 
ve average catc d price scenarios by grade and by m
ject Steering Committee, processors and Fisheries Department. The 
ates for the modified and more flexible ITE manage nt 
ent (Scenario 2) were made on the assumption that appropriate input controls 
ure catch in the extended tainable 
 fish incentive exists under th
es, the ‘beach’ prices durin ed season 
entice lobster fisherm
o f the so
, were considered to be not 
ght in a e premium t 
e existing managem
nd on wi  leveling of intra-season ch and in seasonal 
catch was reduced. The price differentials used in the modelling are 
Processing 
anagement arrangements, there is a requirement for 
ents to be licensed by the Fisheries Department. There 
estr d (Ex t and Australian domestic m licenses and 18 restricted 
lian dom arkets on y) l ses
unrestricted licens
a
ber of restricted licenses for processing lobster for dom arket is not 
ed.  
ostly located in Fremantle/Perth and Geraldton with 
ents in these locations. These data are shown in 
Table 2-4: Western Rock Lobster Processing Establishments: 200
2004 Season 
2.3.8 
There were no data available to sugg
be treated as
lobster product prices are dete
within the WA industry. This 
into th





For the purposes of our evaluation mode
abo
with the Pro
extended season catch estim
arrangem
would be in place to ens
levels. Given a strong rush to
modified (Scenario 2) ITE regim
would need to be sufficiently attractive to 
delaying fishing from
These estimates, which are set out in A
comment. Our estim
unreasonable for use in our evaluation.  
Discussions with processors gave us an insi
were likely above those in th
exte
variabi
discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
2.4 Lobster 











most of the operational establishm
Figure 2-4 below. 
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prices were incorporated 
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tly 37 issued licenses for processing 
icte
 lobster processing licen
on-
cessing facilities are m
western rock lobster. 
arkets) 
ently lim
This consists of a 
estic m
por










curr ited to the existing num
es. Two are presently 
l es
Location Unrestricted Restricted Total 
Geraldton 6 3 9 
Economic Research Associates 
Dongara 1 1 2 
Jurien  1 1 
Lancelin 2  2 
Fremantle/Perth 7 11 18 
Bunbury  1 1 
Albany  1 1 
Total 16 18 34 
Source: Fisheries Department 
 
Since Table 2-4 was prepared there has been subsequent rationalisation of processing facilities 
order 
ion (at beach prices) that was 
handled by the lobster processors that were licensed to sell domestically. 
among processors. This appears to be designed to achieve improved capital utilization in 
to drive down average costs and to improve efficiency in an increasingly competitive 
environment. 
As lobster exports account, on average, for around 95 per cent of the lobster catch, 
this means that, in the case of 2003-04 season for example, around 12,886 tonnes with 
an estimated ‘beach price’ value of about $245 million were accounted for by the 
eight (now 6) firms that operated the 16 active unrestricted (export) licenses. On this 
basis, this left around 678 tonnes worth around $13 mill
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3 Alternative Fisheries Management Scenarios 
3.1 Background 
Fishing controls are aimed at restricting catch to sustainable levels to maintain enough 
breeding stock to supp  e  t
designing these contro v
benefits to society from the use of the community-owned marine resource. 
The current ma men is ing econom ial b ef o 
the comm
rock lobster fishery depends, as required b e Fish Resou  Management Act 
1994.  However, at this stage, it is unclear whether the r managem t regime is 
delivering the optimum  o o
sustainabl amework. 
3.2 Alternative Management Approaches 
Alternative m ement r h d o be cons r o as to identify which 
is most likely to achieve the optimal mix of economic and social benefits within an 
ecologically sustainable fram r  a n nt e
contained in the Tender fell into two broad o  ted 
ITE regim
The broad differences between rnative appro mpared t ng 
regim mm t













sure fish is available for the future. In 
 to optimize the economic and social 






en its to flow t
unity, while mainta
e fr





co mix f ec nomic and social be its within an e logically 
anag  app oac es nee ed t ide ed s
ewo













































ark against which a
arized in Table 3-1. The exis
me
ting  ma   regim
lte
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Table 3-
ri
1:  Diffe ces be n the ernati Mana ent arios d th xistin Mana ent Scenarios 
o 1) e We n Rock bster F ry 
Key ren twee Alt ve gem Scen  an e E g gem
(Scena in th ster  Lo ishe
Alternative Management Scenarios Controls 
Scenario 2: Modified ITE with Pot Fishing Day Scenario 3- Modified ITE with Seasonal Catch Lim
Entitlements 
its Scenario 4-ITQ 
Spatial Three Zones Three Zones Three Zones 
Temporal Fishing season extended- 31 August Fishing season extended- 31 August Fishing season extended-31 August 
 






No Change None 
No Change Improved pot design¹ Improved pot design² 
Effort: 
-Nature 
-Maximum  Gear Usage 
 
-Pot Design 
-Restricted to one pot 







Access More than one WCRLMFL per FBL allowed but only 
one entitlement can be fished on any day 
More than one WCRLMFL per FBL allowed but only 
one entitlement can be fished on any day 
More than one WCRLMFL per FBL allowed 
but only one entitlement can be fished on any 
day 
Biological No Change No Change No Change 
Annual Catch None Fixed & Variable Seasonal TACC Fixed & Variable Individual Seasonal Catch 
Quota 
Transferability Pot fishing days entitlements transferable within 
zones but not between zones 
Pot/quota entitlements transferable within zones but 
not between zones 
ITQ entitlements transferable within zones but 
not between zones 
Cost Recovery  No Change No Change No Change 
Processing³ No Change No Change No Change 
Notes:    
¹ Allows for pots with a 50% increase in volume and three necks. ² Allows for pot designs that increase catching efficiency by 40% 
³Export licensing constraints are subject to compliance with Competition Policy principles 
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3.3 The Alternative Management Options 
The specifications provided by the Project Steering Committee for managemen
scenarios under each of these broad alternative approaches that were contained in 











ures of the alternative management options modelled 
are outlined in Table 3-2. The’ whites’ and ‘reds’ quotas referred to in this Table 
Steering 
Committee as a way of allowing for the ability of vessels with Zone A endorsements 
to fish both zones. 
The existing ITE management system reflected the management rules prevailing at 
the time of the 2004-05 season. The effort reduction management rule changes to 
apply for the 2005-06 season were not specified and not incorporated as part of th
base case for modelling purposes. 
Following presentation of the modelling results for these initially specifie
management scenarios, we were asked to model additional options. In effect, the
extra options were variations of previously specified options to account for 
range of circumstances. The additional options included: a variation to the exist
management regimes in the form of a 20 per cent reduction in pot numbers, variatio
to the quota controlled scenarios by building in conservative rules for the
determination of variable quotas, more modest price differential assumptions, and
alternative quota specification rules in Zones A and B. 
The key differences in the feat
relate t ovember to Mid-March and Mid-March to 
31 August respectively. This approach was agreed with the Project 
o within season quotas, that is, the N
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y Differences in the Features of the Alternative 
  



































Zones Scenario Code 1 1a  a  2 3a 3b 3c 3d 4  4b 4c 4d 




$  - 
 





















Extra Costs ¹ $  - $5,000 $7,2 00 $00 $7,200 $7,200 $7,200 $7,200 $2,2  $2,200 2,200 $2,200 
Pot #’s Limited Limited Lim  ib Fited Limited Limited Limited Limited Flex le Flexi
e 
bl lexible Flexible 

























Rush to Fish Yes Yes o o  Yes No No No N N  No No No 
Effort Creep 1% 2%  %  1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0  0% 0% 0% 
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Whites Quota No No e Yes o   No No Y s Yes N  Yes Yes Yes Zone 
A Reds Quota No No e Yes es   No Yes Y s Yes Y  Yes Yes Yes 
Whites Quota No No e Yes o Yes  Yes No No Y s Yes N  Yes 
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Whites Quota No No  No No No No No No No No No Zone 
C No No No No No No No No Reds Quota No No No 
Notes: ¹ 
       










 cost b ,20 uc 5,000; duction increases enterprise cost by $5,000. 
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4 Modelling the Alternative Management Regimes 
4.1 Ove
The bio-economic model consists of:  
• a biological model with up to 3 “age” cohorts of lobster to simulate the 
population dynamics of the West Coast Rock Lobster Fishery; embedded 
within:- 
• a highly non-linear mathematical programming model used to optimise 
industry annual net economic benefits; embedded within:-  
• a recursive algorithm that links the biological population of one year to the 
next, and uses a sequence of puerulus indices (PI) from the fishery to simulate 
recruitment variation over ten year period   
It simultaneously optimizes across the biological and economic sub models to 
maximizing the net economic return to the fishery by searching for the optimal 
combination of a number of decision” variables, which depending on the scenario, 
may include various combinations of some of the following: 
• Representative boat numbers.  
• Total pot numbers.  
• Days fished by Month 
• Closing biomass for recruits, breeders and survivors for each 
4.1.1 Use of Model to Optimise Under Various Scenarios 
The model can optimize under a variety of scenarios by changing appropriate 
ing is allowed,  




pots may be constrained to be a certain level.  
rview of Model 
• Number of boat trips by Month 
• Pot Lifts by Month.  
• Aggregate catch  
• Available breeders, recruits and survivors by month. 
of the ten years in the model. 
variables, and/or model structure, including: 
• Months when fish
• Data inputs such as
catchability coefficients, etc.,  
• Placing constraints on values of solution variables. F
example for an ITQ, annual catch is limited to being less than
or equal to the nominated TACC. Similarly, the num
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4.2 Model Structure 
The biological models for Zones A, B, and C are separate and completely self 
contained. There is one optimization model for Zone C, and another for Zones A and 
B combined, because some vessels fish in both the A & B zones at different times of 
the year. Hence, optimization must simultaneously deal with Zones A and B. This 
ers 
and survivo n 
year period provide an indication of sustainability of alternative management 
scenarios. 
Reflecting standard economic methodology, the model gives estimates of long run 
equilibrium. For ex bers and th closing 
biomass are steady state equilibrium after an adjustment or transition period is 
comp
The basic economic s t the lev  
variables varies for each zone. 
4.2.1 Biological Model Str
A schematic of the structure o del is shown in F
simultaneous modelling of Zone A and B should not be taken as advocating the 
removal of the existing boundaries in the northern fishery. 
The model runs recursively for a ten year period. From the biological perspective, this 
means that the model starts with given opening stocks, and then simulates recruits, 
survivors, and breeders on an annual basis. Closing stocks of each are transferred to 
the next year, and the model then optimizes annual net economic benefits for each 
year of the ten-year evaluation period. The final closing stocks of recruits, breed
rs at the end of ten years relative to opening stocks at the start of the te




tructure is the same across zones, bu el of specific
ucture 

























YE YEAR TWO  
Figure 4-1: Basic Structure of Bio l 
odel is similar to the Hall and Chubb model (2001)vi in terms of the way it 
approaches modelling key elements, such as variable recruitment from a series of 
Puerulus settlement indices, as well as death rates. Of necessity, it is considerably 
simpler than the Hall and Chubb model. The objective in developing the model 
structure was to capture the key aspects of the biology but keep the model simple 
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The three different biological stocks in the Abrolhos, the Northern (except for 
Abrolhos) and the Southern: zones were simulated independently. While there is only 
1 size class of lobster in the Abrolhos, there are 3 size classes, or “age” cohorts, of 
lobster in the biological stocks of each of Zones B & C. Catch simulation is for all 
legal size animals. The breeding stock in Zone A is all legal size lobsters. 
As shown in Figure 4-1 the models for Zones B and C have three classes. These are: 
 year; 
g of lobster that have been legal size for more than one 
information for about 40% of 
ries 
 
of variation in the 
 
re 
 2003/04 for the zones. The 
 C are shown in the Figures 4-2 
al catch well, with the R square 
• “recruits” consisting of lobster that have been legal size for less than one
• survivors consistin
year, but less than two years; and 
• mature/breeders consisting of lobster that have been legal size for more than 
two years. 
Breeding stocks in Zones B and C are mature class lobsters.  
The model has been “truthed” with reference to the analysis of several fishery 
databases (potlifts, catch, size distribution of catch, boat numbers, crew numbers, 
CPUE, etc.). In particular, the model structure and parameters have been “truthed” 
against:  
• Monthly record of catch and fishing effort for all boats for the past 10 years, 
• Voluntary “log book” data with more detailed 
fishers for the past three years, 
• Commercial catch monitoring data for the past three years, and  
• Lobster processor data for the past three years  
The model coefficients in the biological models were chosen to minimise times se
deviations between actual and simulated levels of catch generated from actual levels
of effort. The model was run for ten years to capture the full degree 
fishery based on the know PI data. Opening stocks were current stock levels. Closing
stocks were set to be equal to or higher than opening stocks. 
In order to test the robustness of the validation of the biological models, they we
evaluated using historical data over the period 1993/94 to
calibration results for Zones A and B combined and
and 4-3 (respectively) below. The model tracks actu
between actual and fitted catch being very high (see Table 4-1). 
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lidation of Biological Model for Zones A and B 
 




























Actual catch Model Catch
 
Figure 4-3: Catch Validation of Model for Zone C 
The regression results for the biological model validation are shown in Table 4-1 
below. 
Table 4-1: Regression Statistics for Biological Model Validation 
Regression Statistics Zone AB Zone C 
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Multiple R .968 .937 
R Square .936 .877 
Adjusted R Square .929 .869 
Observations 132 132 
 
The biological model, which has up to 3 “age” cohorts of lobster to simulate the 
population dynamics of the West Coast Rock Lobster Fishery, is embedded within- 
• a highly non-linear bio-economic mathematical programming model used to 
optimise industry annual net economic benefits; embedded within:-  
• a recursive algorithm that links the biological population of one year to the 
next, and uses a sequence of PI from the fishery to simulate recruitment 
variation over a ten year period 
The two bio-economic models cover 3 separate geographical regions, namely; 
• Abrolhos zone fished by Zone A license holders, mid March to June 30 
• Northern zone fished by Zone A license holders, mid November to mid 
March; and by zone B license holders, mid November to June 30  
• Southern zone fished by Zone C license holders, mid November to June 30  
Effort levels generated by these models were compared to actual effort levels as 
measured in data sets over the ten year period for which we had data. The results are 
shown in Figure 4-4 and 4-5 below, each of which shows the following six bars for 
each month.  
• Model minimum, average, and maximum pot lifts over the ten year period, and 
• Actual minimum, average, and maximum pot lifts over the ten year period,  
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Figure 4-4: Minimum, Average, and Maximum Effort for 10 years: 
Model vs. Actual in Zones A&B 
ual Max
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Zone C
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Figure 4-5: Minimum, Average, and Maximum Effort for 10 years:
Model vs. Actual in Zone C  
Another way to look at the correspondence between actual and model results is to 
look at catch/pot lift CPUE data. The actual and model CPUE by month for zones A, 
B and C are shown in Figure 4-6. Again the results indicate a very high degree of 















































































Zone A Zone B Zone C
Model Actual 
 
Figure 4-6: 10 year average CPUE: Model vs. Actual 
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Taking the validation results in Figure 4-2 through to Figure 4-6 as a set, we can se
that the model captures the actual fishery circumstances closely and is a solid base on 
which to build the scenario analysis. 
e 
at 




costs that were 
f 
Cost Items 
4.2.2 Economic Model Structure 
4.2.2.1 Model Uses a Representative Boat 
The structure of the economic component of the model is based on the concept of a 
representative boat being the unit of production like, for instance, a farm or a factory. 
It is common practice in complex economic modelling to use a representative 
production unit. In this case, the representative boat captures, on average, what bo
behaviou 1
The representative boat in each zone reflects material differences between each of th
fishing zones in the fishery. In all three cases, the representative boat is crewed by
skipper and two deckhands. 
4.2.2.2  Costs and Cost Structures 
For modelling purposes, the key cost drivers needed to be identified (e.g. boats, p
pot lifts, catch, etc) and, relative to each cost driver, those elements of 
fixed (that is, an item where the cost remains the same over the season regardless o
activity level) and those that were variable (that is, an item where cost changes with 
the level of activity). These cost structure data are outlined in Table 4-2 below. 
Table 4-2: Cost Structure of a Typical Lobster Fishing Business   
 
Cost Drivers Fixed Variable 




•Boat Survey, • 
Boat 
Boat Registration and  fishing boat license fees 
•Mooring Fees 
•Repairs & 
Maintenance  of 




 • Capital cost of pots¹ ² •Replacement of 
Pots • Access Fees 
•Annual Overall 
lost Pots  & Gear 
•Repairs & 
Maintenance 
Pot Lifts  • Bait and • Fuel ³ 




-Office & Office Equipment and -Vehicles 
-Sheds, Dinghy, Trailers 
 
 -Island Campsites 
s¹:  
                                                 
1 This technique is used in economics where behaviour is standardized in the aggregate rather than on
that reflects each individual boat, factory, farm or consumer. In economics, the typical behaviour is a 
reflection of what is likely in a broad ‘on average’ sense rather than a reflection of how each individua
boat, factory, farm or consumer might behave.  
e 
l 
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-Accountant, -Taxation & Legal Advice 
-M
rkers n, -Emplo ion 
ite c   charge  Island 
jett
nan pe   t
- Consumables  
 
•Recurrent Items:  
arina Fees  
-Wo  Compensatio yee Superannuat
-Camps osts (fuel, fees & s), -Campsite &
y 
  Mainte ce, -Office Ex nses (power, elephone, etc) 
Notes: 
 ¹ Capital value of assets reflects the replacement va r assets of an  The opportunity 
cost of this capital value of these assets, which  that would have been received otherwise if it had been 
invested elsewhere, is the cost of these items u odel. 
to t of acement ated gear lik
capital value of a pot unit entitlement on a West Coast Rock Lobster Managed 
³ Fuel costs whilst at sea lifting pots as distinct from fuel cost incurred whilst steaming from port to the fishing 
gro d retur he f d to the po g.  
4 U cal shar rrangement based on the gross va  catch and cost of
ut prices over time. 
 the scenarios, 
pital 
censed pot values but including the true cost of a pot, 
cluding the rope and floats) were based on the replacement value of the particular 
asset of an equivalent age. The opportunity cost of this invested capital is incorporated 
into the modelling. This is taken to be the return that that capital might otherwise 
achieve in alternative investments. For modelling purposes, a long-term rate of 7% 
was used as a reflection of the opportunity cost of invested capital. 
In theory, the license value of a pot reflects the expected share of the flow of future 
net surpluses accruing to fishers. The inclusion of these values into the asset mix 
would amount to double counting as this is reflected in the flow of net benefits 
estimated by the modelling of the alternative scenarios. 
4.2.2.3  Lobster Product and Beach Prices 
Lobster prices were treated as exogenous for modelling purposes. That is, the 
modelling assumes that lobster product prices are determined externally rather than by 
any action taken from within the WA industry. The lobster product prices were the 
basis of ‘beach’ prices included in the model. This was done on the grounds that the 
processing sector is competitive with no evidence of extra-ordinary profit taking by 
that sector. In this case the processing sector adds a competitive margin and product 
prices reflect beach prices. In taking this approach the modelling has effectively 
incorporated both the harvesting and processing sectors  The net benefits (surpluses) 
estimated in the model cover both processing and harvesting sector. This is true for all 
lue for a particula  equivalent age.
 is the return
sed in the m




ning from t ishing groun rt of landin
ing a lue of  fuel and bait. 
Changes in Input Costs 
No allowance was factored into the model for changes in inp
Indeed, it would have been inappropriate to predict what might happen to future input 
costs for the purposes of this modelling exercise. This modelling is making a 
comparison between management alternatives for the fishery on a sound, consistent 
basis as a snapshot in time. In any event, even if changes were factored into the 
model, it will simply change the amount of the net benefits for all of
but, more importantly, it will not materially alter the relative results among the 
scenarios. 
Capturing the Opportunity Cost of Invested Ca
Asset values (excluding li
in
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scenarios but the distribution of any net benefits as between the two sectors will 
 
prices and input costs and consequently net 
one 
re, which is effectively a function of days fished (boat trip 





Thi n  





of catc slightly to simulate 
the s 
the ide





ultimately be a function of the way the two sectors adapt to the scenarios. 
yNo allowance was made for exchange rate variations over the ten-year period. In an
event, exchange rate movements will simply raise or lower the prices in Australian 
dollar terms. This can raise or lower beach 
benefits. In general, the impact on net benefits will be across all scenarios and all 
zones which may change the amount of the net benefits for each scenario in each z
and for the industry overall but the net benefit relativities among the Scenarios are not 
likely to be materially changed.   
4.2.2.4  Economic Data Linkages in the Model 
The variable cost structu
ts), pot lifts, and catch volumes, fixed costs (including with the opportunity cost of
 for our representative boats, along with monthly levels and pattern of ‘beach 
 for recruits, survivors and breeders are built into the model. These economic 
e linked to the biological components of the model, reflecting both stock 
nce and monthly catchability coefficients.  
s e ables the model to determine a monthly pattern of catch for each year in the
r cycle that makes the greatest contribution towards covering the fixed costs
optimize the industry’s seasonal economic surpluses for each of those years in 
 year cycle, whilst ensuring stock sustainability. Therefore, in general the 
solves for the optimum catch rather than the actual catch. The main caveat 
s scenarios 1 and 2, where there are effort controls, but no independent control 
h levels, for these scenarios, the model structure is modified 
 “rush to fish” that occurs in fisheries subject only to input controls. This capture
a that under these scenarios there is greater incentive to catch sooner rather 
ter relative to the catching behaviour that would maximize returns over th
 The model does this by simulating the greater incentive for fishermen to catch 
 the season relative to later in the season.  
eral, the relationship that determines net economic benefit or surplus is 
nted in Figure 4-7 below. 
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4.2.3 Economic Data 
Apart from a cost of production survey, there was no original data collection by ERA. 
The data r s in the model relied on information 
facilita the Project Steering Committee or 
d 
sured 
 a respondent operated more than one 
boat, cost data relating to individual boat activities were provided.   
These d
values,  and remunerations arrangements as well as the residential 
 
 cost components in the model related to boats, pots, pot lifts and catch as 
well as othe
dependent r r of pot lifts is a 
determ  crew remuneration based on a sharing 
arr eve f
There was no such observable data in relation to the alternative ma
cenarios. In these cases, reli was pl  of infor  to gau
ehaviour of commercial fishers and processors mi change und e 
 scenarios and how this might im act on costs uctures of th  
entativ ter fishing b ats and pr tructures. t, there we scussion
o  Groups o bster fis n how ty  fishing behaviour mig
er ernative s arios. Second, discussions took place with lobster 
n ir behav r might e under lternative s arios. 
Finally, observed experiences in other jur ions, like South Australia and New 
ealand, whi e adopted en imes sim  those in g seaso
 limitations in the alternative management scenarios. 
4.2.3.2 Productivity Gain sed in odellin
ata availabl  the existing nageme ime (that Scenario 1 icates 
1% per annum due to technology 
 
 variable TACC regimes under Scenario 3.  
equired to specify all economic variable
ted by the various industry sectors on 
obtained from official sources like the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 
4.2.3.1 Cost and Cost Structure Data 
The ‘cost of production’ survey of lobster fishermen provided data on the cost 
structures of individual fishing businesses across each of the lobster fishing zones an
by three broad groupings of enterprise size (that is, small, medium and large mea
by vessel size and pot numbers). In cases where
ata also included information on lobster enterprise related assets and asset 
 crewing levels
location of crew. 
The survey data were supplemented in discussions with two Focus Groups of lobster 
fishermen; one comprising Zone C fishers and a combined Zone A/B and Zone B 
fishers.  
In all, the data available gave insightful information on fishing behaviour and cost 
structures under the existing ITE management scenario. This information was used to
specify and quantify for a representative boat in each of the fishing zones the fixed 
and variable
r costs associated with operating a lobster fishing business and the 
elationships in the cost structures. For instance, the numbe
inant of crewing levels, whilst
ang nction oement is a fu f catch r
a e 
nue and o  fu ostel and bait c . 
na  gement
m ons nc aced on three sources ati ge 











ice s re di s 
f o hers o pical ht 
change  the alt cen
processors o  how the iou chang the a cen
isdict
Z ch hav  managem t reg ilar to volvin nal 
catch
s U the M g 
D e for  ma nt reg  is, ) ind
catching efficiency gains were running at around 
creep. The same percentage productivity gain was factored into Scenario 2. 
The specified management rules for Scenarios 3 and 4 provided for more flexible pot 
design. In the case of Scenario 3, these rules allowed for pots with a 50% increase in 
volume and three necks. The Focus Groups of lobster fishermen thought these 
changes in pot design could increase catching efficiency in the peak catching period 
of December-January and March-April by as much as 15%. The Fisheries Department 
thought this estimate was conservative. For modelling purposes, we used a pot design
productivity gain of 15% in the fixed and
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 minor net marketing benefit 
associa ntra-seasonal variability, bearing in mind that 
monthl oothed out compared to variations across 
TACC Scenario options of 
 the case of variable TACC 
 out 
vel 
, that is price was 
high towards the end of the season.. 
gement 
der 
os as a basis for modelling purposes. These management cost 
changes are shown in Appendix 12 and summarized in Table 4-2 below, which also 
shows the impact on access fees under the alternative Scenarios.   
ase of the ITQ Scenario 4, the specified management rules allowed
design changes that increased catching efficiency by 40 per cent. This efficiency gain 
was factored into the modelling for the Scenario 4 options.  
4.2.3.3 Lobster Product and Marketing Price Premiums under
Alternative Scenarios 
The processing sector provided monthly ‘beach price’ data over the past ten years. 
The sector also provided estimates of the relative pattern of monthly product prices by 
grade and colour for the current and extended season, including, from their knowledge 
of the lobster markets, estimates of what marketing price premiums could be reflected
in beach price under the alternative scenarios that incorporate fixed and variable 
TACC. 
In discussions with ERA, processor considered the current intra-seasonal peaks and 
the inter-seasonal variability of lobster catch were, from a marketing perspective, 
detracting from the optimization of industry returns from the commercial use of the 
fishery. In general, the processors considered that reducing the intra-seasonal peaks
and inter-seasonal variability in the catch would achieve product returns and 
ultimately marketing price premiums in the beach price differentials higher than 
would be experienced under the existing management arrangements.  
The processors indicated that there was significantly greater marketing benefit in 
reducing the inter-seasonal variability compared to the intra-seasonal variability. Onc
the extended season is accounted for, there was only
ted with any further reduction in i
y variations can more easily be sm
years.  
The marketing price premiums above the Scenario1 base case that were used in the 
modelling of the alternative management Scenarios, which were derived from 
discussions with processors, were as follows: 
• An ‘extended season’ catch premium of around $2/kg; 
• An ‘inter-year’ stability catch premium for fixed 
about $3/kg (and one half of this differential in
Scenarios); and 
• An ‘intra-year’ stability catch premium where there is a greater flattening
of catch within a season ITQ Scenario 4 options of the order of $0.50/kg 
These marketing price premiums were built into ‘beach’ prices across all three fishing 
zones for modelling of each of the alternative management scenarios. Whilst the le
of prices was different between the various Scenarios, the monthly pattern of price 
relativities within the season remained the same across all Scenarios
low at the beginning of the season and 
4.2.3.4 Fisheries Management Costs 
Data on access (and other Fisheries) fees paid by West Coast lobster fishermen under 
the existing management regime were available.  
Our modelling of the alternative Scenarios required information on how mana
costs might change under the alternative Scenarios and what impact this might have 
on the level of access fees under the alternative regimes. 
The Fisheries Department provided estimates of how these costs could change un
the alternative Scenari
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Table 4-3: Fisheries Management Costs Under Alternative Scenarios 
Additional Direct Costs (Above the Base Case) 
Scenario 3 (a) 
(Pot/Quotas) 
Scenario 4 (a) 
(ITQ) 






Days) One-off On-Going One-off On-Going 
$900,000 $2,720,000 $900,000 
 





$2,810,000 (b) $2,810,000 (b) 
MFL Fees 
Access Fee $134/pot No Change +$41/pot  (c) $0.61/quota kg (e) 





No Change + $48/pot 
(d) 
 
Not Applicable Used 
 Notes:  
(a) Assumed to be the same whether seasonal quota is fixed or variable. 
(b) Express all costs in recurrent equivalent terms, i.e. the $2,720k plus $90k (the one-off $900k amorti
over 10 years). 
(c) the overall additional cost could be slightly higher depending on how allocated costs play out in the co
attribution and allocation model used by the Department.  
(d) Expresses the access fee in terms of pots used (i.e. maximum gear usage) for modelling 
(e) Expresses the pot access fee in $/quota kg based on a quota of 10,500 tonnes 






(g) for an individual quota of 15,000 kgs this would be equivalent to a seasonal access fee of $13,200  
based on an industry aggregate TACC of 10,500 tonnes. 
 
Source: Fisheries Department 
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5 Understanding and Interpreting Modelling Results 
The model optimizes based on the criterion variable (net economic benefits) and a 
range of input and constraint variables. 
5.1 Specification of ITE and ITQ Scenarios in Modelling 
The management rules that were specified for modelling purposes for each of the 
alternative management approaches for the fishery are set out earlier in this report (see 
Chapter 3, Table 3-1 and Table 3-2). 
There were three broad management approaches encompassed in the scenarios 
modelled. These were:  
• Input or effort controlled (ITE) options that include the existing management 
rules (Scenario 1), a variant of the existing regime in the form of a 20 per cent 
pot reduction (Scenario 1a), and a modified ITE regime based on pot/fishing 
days with an extended fishing season that provided scope for greater flexibility 
around the choice of when to fish (Scenario 2). 
• Catch quotas coupled with input controls over pot numbers, but with some 
modest flexibility in pot design and an extended fishing season to increase 
efficiency. The alternative options under this grouping specified either a fixed 
TACC (Scenario 3a) or a variable TACC (Scenarios 3b, 3c, and 3d). Key 
issues for these Scenarios were assumptions around sustainability rules used 
for the determination of catch quotas, the bases for operating quota in Zones A 
and B, and various marketing price premium assumptions. 
Catch controlled options based on pure quota (ITQ) scenarios, where there 
were no controls over pot numbers, more flexible pot design, and an extended 
fishing season to increase efficiency. The alternative options under this 
grouping specified either fixed ITQ (Scenarios 4a) or variable ITQ (Scenarios 
4b, 4c, and 4d). Again key issues for these Scenarios were assumptions around 
sustainability rules used for the determination of catch quotas, the bases for 
operating quota in Zones A and B, and various marketing price premiums. 
The existing ITE scenario (Scenario 1) was used as the base case against which the 
other management scenarios were compared.  
5.2 Key Output Variables 
The key output variables are: 
• Net annual return or benefit by zones 
• Representative boat numbers by zones. 
• Annual and monthly pot lifts by zones  
• Annual and monthly catch by zones 
• Annual and monthly boat trips by zones 
• Breeder Biomass by zones 
• Annual and monthly days fished by zones 
• 
Economic Research Associates 
For most variables outputs also include the minimum, maximum and monthly average 
 
 
model include the assumed number of representative 




is does not mean that the model needs to be absolutely accurate in 
ent state of knowledge.  
In the case of the existing management arrangement (Scenario 1), there is an existing 
nd calibrate the model and then to 
odelling the 
alternative management Scenarios.  
For these other options, except for those relating to the 20 per cent pot reduction 
(Scenario 1a) which are discussed separately below, the modelling relied on 
information obtained from industry on how existing behaviour might change under 
the alternative management Scenarios and how this impacts on key variables used in 
the model.. This information was based on discussions with the Focus Groups of 
lobster fishermen, the processing sector, the Fisheries Department and experiences 
observed in other jurisdictions (e.g. New Zealand and South Australia) that have 
adopted similar management regimes to those being modelled. 
over the ten years. 
The following sections discuss results by management scenario and by zone for each 
of these key output variables. 
5.3 Comparative Results, the Underlying Assumptions 
5.3.1 The Modelling Results 
The model results are not forecast of the future. They simply provide decision makers
and interested stakeholders with an assessment of the different policy alternatives on a 
sound, consistent basis. 
The outcomes from the modelling assume that the fleet is comprised of a defined
number of representative boats for each fishing zone. The results should not be 
interpreted as the outcome that will apply for each individual lobster fishing 
operation. Individual operators will need to think through how each of the alternative 
Scenarios is likely to impact on their operation.  
In particular, the outcomes of the 
boats under each scenario. For all scenarios except the various permutations of 
scenario 4, the number of representative boats is the same because aggregate pot 
numbers is constrained by regulation. For scenario four, the number of representative 
boats was based on the fleet size that maximised net economic benefit when pot 
numbers were not constrained. In practic
any given scenario will to some extent reflect the actual size distribution of boats in 
the fishery, the way that individual boat owners react and adjust to changed 
management arrangements, and the individual characteristics and circumstances o
owner. However, by working with the representative boat, the model c
various adjustment incentives that exists under each scenario and allows the relative 
magnitude of those incentives and the associated efficiency gains to be meaningfully 
quantified. 
In interpreting the results of any model, it is important to be aware of the underlying 
assumptions. The results of any model are only ever as good as the reasonableness of
its assumptions. Th
all respects to be useful, but rather, when considered in its totality, the overall results 
are reasonable given the curr
body of observable data that was used to develop a
test the model to see how it performed against known outcomes from the past. Whilst 
our modelling results for the existing arrangements have closely tracked past 
outcomes, there is no such similar set of observable data to use in m
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In addition to the features of each of the various management options outlined in 
ng the modelling that 




e variable price levels that 
 for 
 
t Scenarios  
iums ($/kg) 
Section 3.3, Table 3.2, there are other key assumptions underlyi
are discussed below. 
5.3.2 Profit Optimizing Behaviour 
We assumed the operator of the representative boats in each fishing zone would 
engage in profit optimizing behaviour. This means, for instance, the operator will not 
go fishing on days where it is not profitable to fish for lobster even when an 
entitlement (fishing days or quota) may not be fully utilized. In practice, all individual 
fishermen may not always behave in this way because of non-economic factors that 
may influence a lobster fisherm
lobster that may not be economically optimal.  
5.3.3 Factoring in Beach Marketing Price Premiums into the
Modelling 
The marketing price premiums identified in discussions with the processing
(see Section.3.3, Table 3.2) for each of the alternative Scenarios are outlined in Tabl
5-1 below. These differentials were used to adjust th
presented under the existing Scenario 1 base case to derive the beach price levels
each of the other Scenarios.  However, the monthly pattern of prices within a season 
was the same for all Scenarios, that is, low at the beginning of the season and higher 
at the end. 
Table 5-1: Comparative Marketing Price Premiums Factored into
Beach Prices for Alternative Managemen
Alternative Management Scenarios Marketing Price Prem









1 No No No No Existing 

















2.00 3.00 No 5.00 
3b 2.00 1.50 No 3.50 







TACC 3d 1.00 No No 1.00 
Fixed 
ITQ 
4a  2.00 3.00 0.50 5.50 
4b 2.00 1.50 0.50 4.00 





ITQ 4d 1.00 No 0.25 1.25 
 
These are indicative marketing price premiums.  
No allowance was made for exchange rate variations over the ten-year period. In any
event, exchange rate movements will simply raise or lower the prices in Australian 
 
t 
zones. Whilst this may change the amount of the net benefits for each scenario in each 
zone and for the industry overall but the net benefit relativities among the Scenarios 
are not likely to be materially changed.   
dollar terms. This can raise or lower beach prices and input costs and consequently ne
benefits. In general, the impact on net benefits will be across all scenarios and all 
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5.3.4 Factoring in Productivity Gains into the Modelling  
r 
cal 
s safety and  economic considerations and these 
will im
In order to model the Scenario 4 options, we needed to make an assumption about 
what mi t. The New Zealand 
expe n  
increase  
we have assumed that the pot numbers on our representative boat would increase by 
lues (excluding licensed pot values but including the true cost of a pot, 
cluding the rope and floats) were based on the replacement value of the particular 
vested capital is incorporated 
capital might otherwise 
3  Cost Increases  
No o ored into the model for other general cost changes over time. 
Ind  what might happen to future input 
cos o xercise. This modelling is making a 
com r ternatives for the fishery on a sound and 
con t t, even if input price changes were 
In modelling ITE Scenarios 1 and 2, there was 1% per annum productivity gain from 
effort creep. The “rush to fish” behaviour typical of input controlled fisheries also was 
simulated for these two scenarios and Scenario 1a. No allowance was made for effort 
creep or the “rush to fish” behaviour in the modelling of the alternatives with 
limitation on annual catch, that is, the Scenario 3 and Scenario 4 alternatives. 
The pot designed changes specified for Scenario 3 options of a 50% increase in pot 
volume and three necks would improve ‘catchability’ by 15 per cent. Similarly, under 
Scenario 4, the allowable pot design changes would improve ‘catchability’ by 40 pe
cent. 
The management rules specified for Scenario 4 alternatives placed no limit on pot 
number. Whilst theoretically there is no constraint on the pot numbers that could be 
used on a boat under this Scenario, the actual number of pots will reflect the physi
carrying capacity of the boat, as well a
ult ately determine the actual pot numbers/boat.  
ght happen to pot numbers on our ‘representative’ boa
rie ce, where a similar rule applies, indicates that there has not been a dramatic
 in pot numbers/boat. Therefore, for modelling purposes for the ITQ scenarios
20 percent in the longer term steady state analysis.  
5.3.5 Factoring in Input Costs  
5.3.5.1 Fishery Management Costs 
For modelling purposes, we assumed the access fees expressed on pot used basis for 
Scenarios 1, 1a and 2, remained unchanged over the ten-year period. The existing 
access fees were expressed on quota equivalent basis and then adjusted for increased 
management costs under the seasonal catch controlled Scenarios 3 and 4, which were  
then held constant over the steady state ten-year period. 
5.3.5.2 Opportunity Cost of Invested Capital 
sset vaA
in
asset of an equivalent age. The opportunity cost of this in
into the modelling. This is taken to be the return that that 
achieve in alternative investments. For modelling purposes, a long-term rate of 7% 
was used as a reflection of the opportunity cost of invested capital. 
5.3.5.  General
 all wance was fact
eed, it would have been inappropriate to predict
ts f r the purposes of this modelling e
pa ison between management al
sis ent basis as a snapshot in time. In any even
factored into the model, it will simply change the amount of the net benefits for all of 
the scenarios, but, more importantly, will not materially alter the relative results 
among the scenarios. 
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5.3.5.4 Other Input Cost Changes among Alternative Management 
Options 
There are extra costs factored into the modelling for operating in an extended seaso
This extra cost is assumed to be $7,200 (see Section 3.3, Table 3.2) for our 




ario 4) options, there are reduced costs factored into the 







 made about 
ight change following the pot reduction. These 
assumptions were developed in consultation with the Fisheries Department.  The key 
variables related to catchability coefficients over time, catch rates, boat numbers, 
pots/boat, extra business costs arising from fishing with reduced pot numbers, etc. as a 
basis for modelling what might happen under this option over a ten-year period. 
 To do this we relied on statistical analysis of past data to provide insights into what 
might be reasonable assumptions about how these key variables change in response to 
a pot reduction. Data on how these key variables have changed in the past are 
presented in Figure 5.1. 
In interpreting these past data it is important to recognise that, apart from pot 
reductions, there were other forces at work over the period that also impacted on these 
key variables. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 5.1 below where boat numbers 
declined significantly over the period 1964-65 to 1986-87 when pot numbers were 
stable. In order to come to some ‘evidence-based’ assumptions about these variable, 
we relied on statistical analytical techniques to try as best we could to separate how 
these variables were likely to change in response to a pot reduction as opposed to 
changes taking place in those variables in response to these other forces. 
rules allow for an extended s
In the case of the ITQ (Scen
 This is because there is greater freedom for 
 use all inputs (including pot numbers and poboat to t designs) more cost efficiently. 
The reduced input cost for the representative boat under the ITQ options is assumed to
be $5.000. This reduced cost, when taken into account with the extra cost of operating 
in the extended season, means that relative to the base case, the net input cost in
for our representative boat operating under the pure ITQ options is $2,
Section 3.3, Table 3.2).  
5.4 A 20% Pot Reduction Option, the Underlying Assumptions 
After presenting the modelling results for the management options covered by the 
original brief, we were subsequently asked by the Fisheries Department on behalf o
the Project Steering Committee to model an ‘upfront’ 20 percent pot reduction option 
under the existing management regime operating in the fishery. This option, which is 
referred to as Scenario 1a in the report, is characteristic of the existing regime, whe
in the interest of resource sustainability, effort reductions typically occur over time in 
response to fishing effort increases from technological creep among fishing 
operations. The modelling results presented in Chapter 6 relating to stocks highlig
such an outcome for Scenario 1.  
 order to model a 20% pot reduction option, assumptions needed to beIn
how certain key variables m
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5.4.1.1 Boat Numbers and Pots/Boat 
For instance, a statistical analysis of past data indicates that, whilst pot reductions are 





 an equivalent impact to an annual percentage reduction in 
oat numbers of 1.5 percent in Scenario 1a compared to the 1 percent applied in 
Scenario 1. The 1.5% was factored into the modelling was factored into the modelling 
of Scenario 1a on this basis (see Section3.3, Table 3.2). Pots/boat was then derived 
accordingly. 
5.4.1.2 Other Assumptions 
The other key assumptions related to catchability, effort creep and extra costs for 
Scenario 1a. Catchabilty was assumed to be 10 per cent higher than for Scenario 1( 
the base case) to reflect less competition for prime fishing locations due fewer pots. It 
also was assumed that technological creep would be faster at 2 per cent per annum 
because of the greater scarcity of pots.  
There are typically extra business costs because of significantly reduced pot numbers. 
These reflect not only the additional gear but the other extra costs, including 
additional time taken in placing pots to better target lobster. These extra business 
costs were assumed to be $5,000/season (see Section 3.3, Table 3.2). 
There may be an increased pot values and extra capital outlays and finance costs for 
those firms which adjust pot holdings towards the pre-pot reduction status, but these 
outlays or extra finance costs are not built into the model. These pot values reflect the 
expected future profits or the cost of borrowing as part of future surpluses. To include 
such capital outlays or finance costs on such extra pot acquisitions would amount to 
double counting.  
It was also 
as under Sc
5.5 Presentation of Modelling Results 
ally significant in
rationalisation), forces other than pot reductions were also statistically significant in 
explaining this rationalisation. Our ‘best fit’ regression model “predicts” that the fleet
would reduce from 547 boats in 2003-04 to 467 boats by 2013-14 if there were no pot 
reductions, but boat numbers would reduce from 547 in 2003-04 to 444 by 20
there were a 20 percent pot reduction. Hence, a 20 percent pot reduction would d
an extra 23 boats out of the industry over a ten-year period compared to what wou
have occurred without the pot reduction.. 
In modelling terms, this is
b
assumed that the costs of managing the fishery would be broadly the same 
enarios 1 and 2. 
The comparative modelling results for each of the fishing zones and the aggregate 
results for the fishery are given in Chapter 6. 
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6 Modelling Results for Fishery Zones 
There were three broad management approaches and the twelve alternative 
management scenarios modelled were simply variations in one form or another of o
of these broad approaches. 
The first group were the input or effort controlled (ITE) scenarios. These consisted of




rm of a 20 per cent pot reduction (Scenario 1a). The other reflected a modified more 
flexible ITE management system based on pot/fishing days with an extended fishing 
season that provided for greater flexibility around the choice of when to fish (Scenario 
2). 
The second grouping included management scenarios that coupled catch quotas with 
the controls over pot numbers but with some flexibility in pot design leading to a 
modest improvement in pot efficiency. The alternative scenarios under this grouping 
reflected either fixed (Scenario 3a) or variable (Scenarios 3b, 3c, and 3d) TACC and 
various alternative assumptions regarding sustainability rules used for the 
determination of catch quotas. The basis for operating quota in Zones A and B, and 
marketing price premium assumptions also varied. 
The final grouping consisted of pure catch quota scenarios where there were no 
controls over pot numbers and more flexible pot design. The alternative options under 
this grouping reflected either fixed (Scenarios 4a) or variable (Scenarios 4b, 4c, and 
4d) ITQ and various alternative assumptions around sustainability rules used for the 
determination of catch quotas. Again the basis for operating quota in Zones A and B, 
and marketing price premium assumptions also varied. 
6.1 Interpreting the Comparative Modelling Results 
The model 
inputs that 
In the case of the pure ITQ scenarios the model is allowed to choose the best 
be 
ables 
odel is not allowed 
to o  
inc se 
nse to the management 
hanges put pressure into the industry for further changes.. Such management options 
seldom reach a long term steady state and generally operate in climate of 
disequilibri
reduced. 
These fundam een the alternative management options need to 
fo
used maximises profit. It does this by choosing best combination across all 
maximizes the surplus subject to the various constraints specified.. 
combination across all inputs because there is no constraint on pot numbers and 
provision to use more efficient pot designs. In this case, the optimal solution can 
iexpected to continue in longer term steady state without change, because all var
have been freely adjusted in the optimization. A change to the optimal solution would 
have to come from some shock external to the industry, such as a change in world 
prices. 
On the other hand, in the case of the input controlled options, the m
ptimize across all inputs because of the constraints built into the model which
lude controls over pot numbers, fishing days, pot lifts and/or pot design. In the
instances, the management rules are generally in a constant state of change over time 
because  changes in fishing behaviour and practices in respo
c
um, as is observed when controlled pot numbers have to be periodically 
ental differences betw
be kept in mind when comparing and interpreting the modelling results. 
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6.2 Iterative Evaluation Process 
The assessment of scenarios was an iterative process where, in the light of modelling 
results, variants to particular scenarios were developed, considered and then modell
This process was designed to deal with a range of issues but in particular to deal wit
biological risks, fine tuning operational rules
ed. 
h 
 for quotas within Zones A and B, and 
tential marketing price premiums. The  objective was to 
anagement scenarios within the 
context d in the original brief. 
The ou lved feedback from the Project 
 
iew of the potential for marketing 
s 
 scenarios are the 
cus of the presentation in this Chapter, the comparative results for the other 
alternative scenarios that were modelled are given in Appendix 13. 
These include the more flexible ITE pot/fishing days (Scenario 2) that was specified 
in the original brief. Scenario 2 was the subject of detailed analysis, and, on reviewing 
the modelling results (which are detailed in Appendix 13), the Project Steering 
Committee saw this alternative as not being practical or worthy of being the focus of 
industry consideration. This is because the net benefit outcomes are totally 
attributable to uncertain marketing price premiums for an  extended season and, in the 
event that this ‘extended season’ marketing price premium were not realized, the 
chances are the industry could be worse off, facing with the prospects of efficiency 
losses. 
 
6.3  Presentation of the Modelling Results  
The key comparative results by fishing zone and the fishery in aggregate for each of 
these four scenarios over a ten-year period are presented in this Chapter. These relate 
to: 
• Biomass  
• Annual Catch 
• Ann
• Annual Number of Days Fished 
r each zone where each boat has three crew members (i.e. a skipper and two 
with varying views of the po
provide a representative cross section of possible m
 of the broad management strategies outline
tcome of this evaluation process, which invo
Steering Committee and the Department of Fisheries was an increasing focus on four 
options that were seen to be the most realistic for industry to consider. The key to 
these four was keeping the biological risks within “acceptable” limits from a fishery
management perspective and taking a modest v
price premiums. These options were: 
• The base case (Scenario 1) refecting the existing system, with the alternative
being, 
• a 20 per cent pot reduction option (Scenario 1a), and 
• variable TACC and variable ITQscenarios with a conservatively set catch 
quota and a modest marketing price premium assumption (Scenarios 3d and 
4d). 
Whilst the comparative modelling results for these four management
fo
ual Number of Representative Boats   
• Annual Number of Pot lifts 
• Average Annual Net Economic Benefits 
Crew numbers are not shown in the comparative results below because employment is 
not an output of the model. Employment is derived from the number of representative 
boats fo
deckhands).  
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The changes in the aggregate number of representative boats and pot lift/boat for each
zone under each alternative
 
 management scenario provides an indicative guide to the 
possible employment impact differences. Skipper numbers are dependent on boat 
numbers in the fleet, whilst deck hand numbers are largely determined by pot 
le 6-1 shows comparative results for the breeder biomass index under each of the 
ur alternative management scenarios at the end of each year over a ten-year, period. 
The variables that explain the differences between the alternative management 
cenarios are how and when the catch is taken and stock abundance.  
The X-mark ear 0 that 
is the openi utcome 
for firs ical model switched on and represents the closing stock at 
 
 the 
how that the closing stock in each year over the ten year 
period for t ario 3d and variable ITQ scenario 4d 
closely follow those of the Scenario 1 and remain within the existing biological 
param n year period. cks at the
marginally below the Year 1 and opening stocks for all three Scenarios 
.  
numbers and pot lifts. These social aspects are discussed in Chapter 7. 
6.4 Zone C Results  




ed horizontal line in Figure 6-1 represents the closing stock in Y
ng stock for the ten-year period. The Year 1 stock number is the o
t year with the biolog
the end of Year 1. This Year1 closing stock can be below the opening stock for each
of the Scenarios because fishers fished hard in Year 1. 
The sustainability rule that is applied is whether closing stock at the end of the ten-
year period (that is, the Year 10 closing stock) is at or above the opening stock at
beginning of the ten-year period (that is, the Year 0 closing stock). 
The comparative results s
he conservative variable TACC Scen
eters over the te The closing sto  end of Year 10 are 
 
0
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Figure 6-1 Zone C Breeder Biomass Index over the Steady State Ten-
Year Period 
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 Under the 20 per cent pot reduction Scenario1a, closing stocks for all Years over the 
ears 
for each scenario is due to declining stock abundance. 
The annual catch over the ten year period for the conservative variable TACC 
Scenario 3d and variable ITQ scenario 4d closely follow the annual catch pattern of 
Scenario1. The annual catch under the 20 per reduced pot Scenario 1a, whilst initially 
below that of Scenario 1, returns to the Scenario 1 pattern by Year 3.  
 
ten year period are at or above the opening stock and the Year 10 closing stock is 
significantly above the opening stock at the beginning of the ten year period.  
6.4.2 Annual Catch 
Table 6-2 below reflects annual catch for each of the four alternative scenarios over 

























. This is a variable that is 
ependent on the number of fishing days, pot efficiency and pot lifts. 
 
Figure 6-2: Zone C Annual Catch over the Ten-Year Period 
 
6.4.3 Boa
Table 6-1 below shows the comparative results for the number of boats under each of 
four alternative scenarios. The boat numbers in these comparative results reflect the
number of representative boats under each Scenario
d
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Table 6-1: Zone C Lobster Fleet  
Reference Points Boat Numbers Reduction in Boat Numbers 
10 Years Ago 322  
Current ¹ 275 - 47 
Closing Fleet at the End of the 
Ten year period: 





Scenario 1a 247 -28 ² 
Scenario 3d 260 -15 ² 
Scenario 4d 138 -137 ² 
Notes: 
¹ The current boat numbers makes no allowance for the impact of removal of the 150-pot rule where 
this rule change are still playing out within the industry. 
² Compared to the current boat numbers 
 
Representative boat numbers, whilst declining under all scenarios, do not fall 
dramatically under Scenarios 1, 1a and 3d over the ten-year period as they do under 





anagement Scenarios is 
s the historical inter-seasonal pattern of 
days fished observed for the existing management arrangements with the pot 
reduction Scenario 1a following closely the pattern exhibited by Scenario1.  
The higher number of days fished under conservative variable ITQ Scenario 4d 
compared to the conservative variable TACC Scenario 3d reflects the fewer boat 
numbers in Scenario 4d. 
 
In the case of Scenario 4d, the model chooses fewer representative boat numbers to 
achieve the specified TACC under the optimizing solutions. The modelling results are
simply saying that, in the long run steady state, around 138 representative boats are al
that is required to achieve the specified TACC in the model. This outcome in Scenario
4d is result of unconstrained pot numbers and the use of more efficient pot design.  
6.4.4 Days Fished 
he comparative days fished results for each of the four mT
shown in Figure 6-3 below. Scenario 1 reflect
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cenario 1 reflects the observed inter-seasonal pattern of pot 
lifts for a te agement arrangements. 
Figure 6-3: Zone C Annual Number of Days Fished Over the Steady 
State Ten-Year Period 
6.4.5 Annual Pot Lifts 
Figure 6-4 shows the aggregate number of annual pot lifts for each of the four 
management scenarios. S
n-year period under the existing man
Sc1 Sc1a Sc
0
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Figure 6-4: Zone C Annual Number of Pot Lifts Over the Ten-Year 
Period 
The differences in annual pot lift numbers between Scenario 1 and Scenario 1a 
 
Figure 6-5 below shows the annual net economic benefits under each of the four 
alternative scenarios over the ten-year period. The flow of net benefits is higher for 
the two variable TACC and ITQ Scenarios compared to both Scenario 1 (the base 
case) and the 20%pot reduction scenario (Scenario1a). This outcome reflects the use 
of more efficient pot designs (Scenarios 3d and 4d) and removal of the constraint on 
pot numbers (Scenario 4d) which allows for greater fleet and capital rationalization. 
 
reflects the reduced pot numbers where pot lifts/day are constrained. Under both of 
these Scenarios, the’ rush to fish’ is switched on in the model  
In the case of the two quota based Scenarios, the difference reflects the more efficient
pot design and the lack of any constraint on pot numbers in Scenario 4d compared to 
Scenario 3d. 
6.4.6 Annual Flow of Net Benefits 
-10,000,000
0
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6-5 Zone C Annual Net Economic Benefits Over the Ten-Year 
 1 
6.4.7 Average Annual Net Benefit over the Ten-Year Period  
Figure 6-6 
ten-year period for each of the 
Figure 
Period 
As shown in Appendix 13, the flow of net benefits is not greatly higher for these 
variable TACC options under the larger marketing price premium assumptions. 
The net present values (NPV) of the flow of annual net benefits for each of the 
alternative scenarios have not been calculated. The outcome depends on where Year
starts. The NPV could be different over a ten-year period depending on whether, for 
instance, Year 1 commenced in a high or low stock abundant year. 
shows the comparative results of the average annual net benefits over the 
four management scenarios. 
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Figure 6-6: Zone C Average Annual Net Benefits over the Steady 
State Ten-Year Period 
The reasons for the higher average annual net benefits of the alternative management 
options compared to the Scenario 1 base case (which includes a productivity gain 
from technological creep of 1 per cent/annum over the ten-year period) are explained 
by efficiency gains and pricing differentials built into the model for each of these 
alternative management Scenarios (see Section 3.3, Table 3.2).  
The extent to which marketing price premiums and efficiency gains explain the 
differences in net benefits of the alternatives Scenarios is outlined in the aggregate 
fishery results shown in Section 6.8 below. 
6.5  Zone B Results 
6.5.1 Stocks – Breeder Biomass Index 
Figure 6-7 
the four alte
explain the differences between the alternative management scenarios are how and 
t 
year pe  stock at the 
below shows comparative results for the breeder biomass index for each of 
rnative management scenarios over a ten-year, period. The variables that 
when the catch is taken and stock abundance. 
The X-marked horizontal line in Figure 6-7 represents the closing stock in Year 0 tha
er is is the opening stock for the steady state ten-year period. The Year 1 stock numb
the outcome for the first year with the biological model switched on and represents 
the closing stock at the end of Year 1. This Year 1 closing stock can be below the 
opening stock for each of the Scenarios because fishers fished hard in Year 1. 
The sustainability rule that is applied is whether closing stock at the end of the ten-
riod (that is, the Year 10 closing stock) is at or above the opening
beginning of the ten-year period (that is, the Year 0 closing stock).  
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Figure 6-7: Zone B Breeder Biomass Index over the Ten-Year Period 
The comparative results show that the closing stocks at the end of the ten-year period 
are at or above the opening stocks at the beginning of the period for these 
management Scenarios, except Scenario1. This is particularly the case for Scenario 1a 
where closing stocks are significantly above opening stocks at the end of the ten year 
period. 
In the case of Scenario1, the closing stocks are on a par with the closing stocks at the 
end of year1, and, during the intervening years, the closing stocks are at or above the 
opening stock. This suggests that biological risks remain marginally within the stock 
sustainability parameters.  
6.5.2 Annual Catch 
Figure 6-8 below reflects annual catch for each of the four alternative scenarios over 
the ten-year period. The annual catch over the ten year period for the conservative 
variable TACC Scenario 3d and variable ITQ scenario 4d closely follow the annual 
catch pattern of Scenario1. The annual catch under the 20 per reduced pot Scenario 
1a, whilst initially below that of Scenario 1, returns to the Scenario 1 pattern by Year 
4.  
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al Catch over the Ten-Year Period 
 of boats for each of the 
four alternative management scenarios over the ten-year period. The boat numbers in 
these comparative results reflect the number of representative boat under each 
Scenario. This is a variable that is dependent on the number of fishing days, pot 
efficiency and pot lifts.  
Table 6-2: Zone B Lobster Fleet   
Reference Points Boats Numbers Reduction in Boat Numbers 
Figure 6-8: Zone B Annu
6.5.3 Boats –Zone B 
Table 6-2 below shows the comparative results for number
10 Years Ago 164  
Current ¹ 136 - 28 
Closing Fleet at the End of the 





- 15 ² 
Scenario 1a 115 -21 ² 
Scenario 3d 121 -15 ² 
Scenario 4d 58 -81  ² 
Notes:  
¹ The current boat numbers makes no allowance for the impact of removal of the 150-pot rule where adjustments to 
this rule change are still taking place within the industry. 
² Compared to
Boat numbe rios, do not fall as much under 
Scenarios 1, 1a and 3d over the ten-year period as they do under the variable ITQ 
are 
 the current boat numbers 
rs, whilst declining under all four scena
Scenario 4d. 
In the case of Scenario 4d, the model chooses fewer representative boat numbers to 
achieve the specified TACC under the optimizing solutions. The modelling results 
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simply saying that, in the long run steady state, around 58 representative boats are all 
that is required to achieve the specified TACC in the model. This outcome in Scenario




The compar  the four alternative management Scenarios is 
shown in Figure 6-9. Scenario 1 reflects the historical inter-seasonal pattern of days 
fished observed for the existing ma ements
Scenario 1a broadly follows the pattern exhibited by Scenario1.  
The hig f days fished under v le ITQ scenario S 4d com ared to the 
conservative variable TACC Scenario 3d cts the fewer boat numbers in 4d. 
ative days fished for each of
nagement arrang . The pot reduction 

























Figure 6-9: Zone B Annual Number of Days Fished over the Ten-
Figure 6-10 shows the aggregate number of annual pot lifts for each of the four 
manage observed inter-seasonal pattern of pot 
pot lifts/day is constrained. Under both Scenarios, the’ rush to fish’ is switched on in 
the model. 
The differences in annual pot lift numbers between the catch controlled Scenarios 3d 
and 4d reflects the more efficient pot design and the lack of any  constraint on pot 




6.5.5 Pot Lifts 
ment scenarios. Scenario 1 reflects the 
lifts for a ten-year period under the existing management arrangements. In the case of 
Scenario 1a, the reduced number of pot lifts reflects the reduced pot numbers where 
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Figure 6-10: Zone B Annual Number of Pot Lifts over the Ten-Year 
Period 
6.5.6 Net Benefits 
 
rch,  and the Islands 
fishing season commences  on 15 March. The fixed costs of Zone A operators cannot 
be i by using an arbitrary 
rule n  optimization outcome was a more 




d is whether closing stock at the end of the ten-
year period (that is, the Year 10 closing stock) is at or above the opening stock at the 
beginning of the ten-year period (that is, the Year 0 closing stock). 
The Zone B net benefits are combined with Zone A. This is because boats with a Zone
A authorizations are entitled to fish in Zone B up until the 14 Ma
eas ly split between the Zone A and Zone B activities, except 
. I  these circumstances, a combined Zone A/B
plausible approach. 
The combined Zone A/B results are shown separately below.   
6.6 Zone A Results 
6.6.1 Stocks – Breeder Biomass Index 
Figure 6-11 below shows comp
each of the alternative management scenarios over a ten-year, period. The breede
biomass in Zone A is very sensitive to the management scenarios. This is only of 
concern if the biology of Zone A is independent and self-contained. In Zone A the 
breeder biomass has been modelled as independent but not self-contained.  
The X-marked horizontal line in Figure 6-11 represents the closing stock in Year 0 
that is the opening stock for the steady state ten-year period. The Year 1 stock 
numbers for each of the Scenarios are the outcomes for first year with the biological 
component of the model is switched on and represents the closing stock at the end
Year 1. The Year1 closing stocks for each of the Scenarios can fall below or rise 
above the opening stock for each of the Scenarios because fishers fished eith
or less intensively under that Scenario in Year 1. 
The sustainability rule that is applie
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The co
are below the opening stocks at the beginning of the period for all management 
mparative results show that the closing stocks at the end of the ten-year period 
scenarios. The fall and rise in breeder biomass during the ten-year period reflect 
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Figure 6-12 below reflects annual catch for each of the four alternative scenarios over 
the ten-year period, which does not differ greatly among the Scenarios, largely 
flecting the relatively stable year-to-year catch pattern exhibited in this Zone in the 
past. The annual catch under the 20 per reduced pot Scenario 1a, whilst initially below 
that of Scenario 1, returns to the Scenario 1 pattern by Year 3. 
Figure 6-11: Zone A Breeder Biomass Index over the Ten-Year
Period 
 
The closing stock pattern over the ten-year period for Scenarios1a and 3d option
or above those for Scenario1 and the closing stock under these Scenarios, whilst
than the opening stocks at the beginning of the period, are above the Scenario1 
closing stock, especially in the case of Scenario1a.   
Under the variable ITQ Scenario 4d, there is a significant run down in stock over the
te  year period. n
nual Catch 
re
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Figure 6-12: Zone A Annual Catch over the Ten-Year Period 
 
the 
6.6.3 Boats-Zone A  
Table 6-3 below shows the comparative results for number of boats under each of 
four alternative scenarios over the ten-year period. The boat numbers in these 
comparative results reflect the number of representative boats for each zone in the 
fishery. This is a variable that is dependent on the number of fishing days, pot 
efficiency and pot lifts.  
Table 6-3: Zone A Lobster Fleet   
Reference Points Boat Numbers Reduction in Boat Numbers 
10 Years Ago 153  
Current ¹ 138 - 47 
Closing Fleet at the End of the 







- 15 ² 
Scenario 1a   118 - 20 ² 
Scenario 3d   124 -15 ² 
Scenario 4d   60 -78 ² 
Notes:  
¹ The current ents to 
this rule chan
² Compared to bers 
Boat nu dramatically under 
Scenar r variable ITQ 
boat numbers makes no allowance for the impact of removal of the 150-pot rule where adjustm
ge are still taking place within   the industry. 
 the current boat num
mbers, whilst declining under all scenarios, do not fall 
ios 1, 1a and 3d over the ten-year period as they do unde
Scenario 4d. 
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In the case of Scenario 4d, the model chooses fewer representative boat numbers to 
achieve the specified TACC under the optimizing solutions. The modelling results are
simply saying that, in the long run steady state, around 60 representative boats are all 
that is required to achieve the specified TACC in the model. This
 





4d is result of unconstrained pot numbers and the use of more efficient pot design.  
6.6.4 Days Fished 
The comparative days fished for each of the four alternative management Scenarios is
shown in Figure 6-13. Scenario 1 reflects the historical inter-seasonal pattern of days
fished observed for the existing management arrangements. The days fished for the 
pot reduction Scenario 1a broadly follow the pattern exhibited by Scenario
The higher number of days fished under variable ITQ Scenario 4d compared to the 
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Figure 6-13: Zone A Annual Number of Days Fished over the Ten-
Year Period 
Scenario 4 options, where there are no constraints on pot numbers allow for greater 
fleet and capital rationalization. This means fishers will work their capital base harder 
over an extended season to achieve the seasonal catch limits. 
6.6.5 Pot Lifts 
Figure 6-14 shows the aggregate number of annual pot lifts for each of the four 
alternative management scenarios. Scenario 1 reflects the observed inter-seasonal 
pattern of pot lifts for a ten-year period under the existing management arrangements. 
In the case of Scenario 1a, the reduced number of pot lifts reflects the reduced pot 
numbers. Under both Scenarios, the’ rush to fish’ is switched on in the model. 
The differences in annual pot lift numbers among the catch controlled Scenarios 3d 
and 4d reflects more efficient pot design and no constraint on pot numbers in Scenario 
4d compared to Scenario 3d. 
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Figure 6-14: Zone A Annual Number of Pot Lifts over the Ten-Year 
Period 
6.6.6 Net Benefits 
The Zone A net benefits are combined with Zone B. This is because boats with a Zone 
A authorizations are entitled to fish in Zone B and usually do so up until the end of 
February, when they gear up for the commencement of Islands fishing season on 14 
March. The fixed costs of Zone A operators cannot be easily split between the Zone A 
and Zone B activities except by using an arbitrary rule. In these circumstances, a 
combined Zone A/B optimization outcome was a more plausible approach. The 
combined Zone A/B results are shown separately below.   
6.7  Combined Zones A/B Net Benefit Results 
6.7.1 Annual Flow of Net Benefits 
Figure 6-15 shows the comparative annual net benefits for combined Zones A/B for 
each of the four alternative management Scenarios over the ten-year period. 
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6-15: ombin Zone A/B Annual Net  over th en-
 Period
As shown in Appendix 13, the flow of net be
these CC sc os un rger mar eting price p ssumptio . 
The alues (NPV) of the flow of annual net benef
alte ios hav t bee ulated. T e outcome depends on where Year 1 
starts. The NPV could be different over a ten-year period depending on whether, for 
instance, Year 1 comme  in a or low st k abundan
6.7. ed Zone A/B rage A nual Net
Figu s the c arative average annual net benefits for combined Zones 
A/B over the steady state ten-year period.  
Figure  C ed   Benefits e T
Year  
nefits is not substantially different for 
 variable TA enari der la k remium a ns
 net present v its for each of the 
rnative scenar e no n calc h
nced  high oc t year. 
2 Combin  Ave n  Benefits 
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Figure 6-16 ombi one A/B Average Annual Benefits over the 
Year Pe od 
 
The m s by ma izing t su ct to th onstrain
specified in the different scenarios. In doing this it optimiz uts. T  
reasons for the higher average annual net benefits of these alternative management 
options compared to the Scenario 1 base cas inclu ty gai
from l creep  1 per cent/annum e ten
by efficiency gains and pricing differentials built into the m
alter gement narios (see Section 3.3, Table r the 
significan ciated with scen 4 derive from a comb ed 
pot eff , fleet ra lizati iven b  more pots per boat and 
increa (cost) ef ncies h ari rs focus izing the cost 
for a of catch
The extent to which mar ium lain the 
differences in net benefits of the alternative s is outl e aggrega  
fishery  shown i on
: C ned Z
Ten- ri
odel work xim  the ne rplus subje e various c ts 




-year period) are explained 
n 
 technologica  of







iciencies tiona on dr y having
sed input ficie  whic se as fishe  on minim
 given level . 
keting price prem s and efficiency gains exp
s Scenario ined in th te
results n Secti  6.8. 
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6.8 e Fishery esults 
6.8. tation elling Re
A core of key comparative results by fishing zone enario over a ten- r 
period are presented in this Section, These relate to: 
• atch, 
• Annual Number of Representative Boats,   
• Annual Number of Pot lifts, 
• e Annual Net E onomic Benefits,
nual Net B nefits under Alte rice Premiums. 
Crew e not shown in the comparative  because employm nt is 
not a ut of the m ployment is derived from the number of 
repres  pot lifts for each zone. 
These variables are the major drives of direct em  changes in the 
aggr r of represen tive boats and po e under each 
alte ement scena ates of 
the poten ent impacts of the scenario
6. verage Catch 
Figure 6-17 below shows aver ge annual catch over the ten years of the model by 
zone for the four alternative m nagement Scenarios. They are not materially different 
for each the zones across the Scenarios nor in aggregate.  
 Aggregat  R
1 Presen  of the Mod sults  
 for each sc yea
 Annual C
Averag c  and 
• Average An e rnative Marketing P





egate numbe ta t lifts/boat for each zon
rnative manag
tial employm
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826,471 5,6 6,471 5,826,4
Zone B 3, 32,342 3,36 51999,879 3,2 0,244 3,310,2












Figure 6-17: Annual Catch by Zone  
6.8.3 Boats 
Table 6-4 below shows the comparative results for num
four alternative scenarios over he ten-year period numbers in these 
comparative results reflect the number of representative boats for each zone in the 
ber of boats under each of the 
. The boat  t
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fishery. These numbers are post transition or implementation phase. This is a variable 
that is dependent on the numb  of fishing days, pots, pot efficiency and pot lifts: For 
scenarios 1 and 3, as already noted, there is no difference in pot numbers. Hence there 
is no com ber of vessels to be different between these two 
scen
le 6-4: Lo t   
R  Points Boats Numb uction in Boat Nu bers
er
pelling reason the num
arios. 
Tab bster Flee
eference ers Red m
10 Years Ago 639  
Current ¹ 549 - 90 






- 44 ² 
sing Fleet at f 
year period: 
Scenario 1a 4 -69 ² 80 
Scenario 3d 5 -44 ² 05 
Scenario 4d 2 -293 ² 56 
Notes:  
¹ The current boat numbers makes no allowance for the impact of removal of the 150-pot rule where adjustments to 
this rule re still taking n the industry. 
² Compared  the current boat num
6.8.4 l Pot Lif
Figure 6-18 below shows annual pot lifts by zone for the four alternative manag ent 
Sce
 
 change a place withi
 to bers 

























Zone A Zone B Zone C
Zone C 5,190,121 4,250,429 4,071,189 3,629,544
Zone B 3,418,159 2,838,471 2,439,501 2,277,907
Zone A 1,203,233 1,005,272 858,933 961,556
Scenario 1 Scenario 1a Scenario 3d Scenario 4d
 
average annual catch to the base case over the ten year period reflect higher 
Figure 6-18: Annual Pot lifts by Zone 
The lower number pot lifts under Scenarios 1a, 3d and 4d  achieving broadly similar 
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productivity gains. In the case of Scenarios 3d and 4d, this reflects, for instance, use 
of improved pot designs, and, especially in the Scenario 4d, where there are no 
constraints 
6.8.5 Average Annual Net Benefits  
al net benefits over the ten-year period for each of 
anagement Scenarios by fishing zone and by the fishery overall.   
on pot numbers.  
Figure 6-19 shows the average annu


























Zone A/B Zone C
Zone C 12,101,428 12,864,621 22,640,503 45,867,652
Zone A/B 3,309,887 4,058,537 13,199,199 36,805,714




• multiple pot lift/day (Scenario 4),    
• multiple licenses from one boat (Scenarios 3 and 4), nor 
• other dynamic efficiencies (all Scenarios). 
Under the various alternative scenarios, once adopted, fishers will have an incentive 
to seek out ways to make their fishing business more efficient. They will respond to 
management rule and other changes in their environment by assessing and reassessing 
the best way to fish as they work in the changed regulatory regime. For example, 
fishers’ adjustments to relatively recent removal of the ‘150 pot rule’ and the effort 
rule changes for the 2005-06 season under the existing ITE arrangements are yet to 
fully play out in the industry.  
These behavioural adjustments will not usually occur in a single season but can 
normally take several seasons before the full impacts of management changes have 
played out in the industry. They will generate efficiency gains in ways that we cannot 
easily foresee and incorporate into the model at the moment. These are what 
economists refer to as dynamic efficiency gains. For example, at the moment, there is 
undoubtedly capital stuffing under Scenarios 1 and 1a as some capital expenditure is 
about catching lobster ahead of any one else as opposed to catching lobster more cost 
effectively. Under the ITQ Scenario 4, for instance, the incentive is for fishers to 
Figure 6-19: Average Annual Net Benefits Over the Ten-Year Per
($million) 
 
The net benefit estimates are conservative for the alternative scenarios. For instanc
the model does not factor in the potential efficiency gains from: 
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invest in capital equipment (boats, pot, and other gear) that will enable them to catch 
the Government set seasonal quota more cost effectively. This is a dynamic 
adjustment that cannot be modelled at this stage but will emerge as market 
developments unfold in the future. 
6.8.6 Sensitivity of Net Benefits to Marketing Price Premium 
Ch ge
As explaine
scenarios t lo anced mark g opportunities associated with an extended 
season, int ear catch stability, and/or greater intra-season catch stability. The price 
levels and marketing price premiums d in the modelling exercis re derived 
from a var  o including p e he price data and m
premiums discu ed in detail in Chapter 5. 
These marketing p ice premiums change the absolute price level between scenarios, 
but do not alter t tern of relative intra-seasonal prices, which is the same across 
all scenarios. In other wo t 
the pattern of prices within the season is the same for all scenarios.  
The assum a remiums are based on the discussions with and 
assessments made using information from the processing sector of the price gains that 
could be a ia aving an extended season under the altern v cenarios, 
and having greater inter-year a  n c abili  T e state 
o owle abou e world lobster markets and the product prices achievable under 
different seasonal supply patterns.  
I der to illustrat ssible cont  of different marketing price premiums 
to net economic be tcomes for rnative scenarios, we have used two sets 
of variable TACC Scenarios where the only feature to change between them was the 
assumed marketing ice premiums. This allowed a clear picture of the relative role of 
the marketing price p emium. 
The two Scenario sets ch
the amount of the assumed marketing price premiums in Scenarios a  4d were 
o alf of those used in Scenarios 3c and 4c. The comparative results are shown by 
Z  in Figures Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-21 below, and in aggregate for the fishery 
as a whole in Figure 6-22 below.  
These results show that, wh
m
instances in response to a change in th
premiums and that the biology of the fishery and efficiency gains is a m















































osen are Scenarios 3c and 3d and Scenarios 4c and 4d where 
3d nd
ilst the net benefit outcomes change under different 
ese 
uch greater 
ium assumptions, they do n
ount of the assum
ot change markedly in th
ed me am arketing price 
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Sc3c Sc3d Sc4c Sc4d
Figure 6-20: Net Bene rketing Price Premium 
Changes in Zone A/B 
 
 




























Figure 6-21: Net Benefit Sensitivity to Marketing Price Premium 
Change in Zone C 
 a  
f e o rket s n ins 
han . In fact e pattern of intra-seasonal price variation is likely to be sensitive 
There are important caveats to these f
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both to the absolute level of average prices, and to the management regime being 
modelled in the scenario. In turn, a different pattern of intra-seasonal prices will 
almost certainly induce fishermen to change their fishing behaviour, which could 
affect both the gains from marketing price premiums, and efficiency gains. 
Second, the behaviour of fishing firms is likely to change in ways that increase gains 
over and above those estimated. In particular, because Scenarios 4c and 4d, for 
instance, allow greater freedom
advantage o of price gains, is likely to be enhanced. 
Hence, the r lts at differe to be seen as indicative only. 
There is an important conclusion to be drawn from these results. Across scenarios the 
efficiency g erated from  the industry. Competitive pressure 
com ined with ad s on offer will ensure that these gains are 
achieved ov ime. In this s h ains are relatively more “bankable”. 
The price gains are dependent on many factors associated with world markets outside 
of direct industry control. Gains achieved via prices enhance the basic efficiency gains 





ust capital inputs, the relative efficiency 
eed 

































1 2 3 4 5 6
Scen 3c Scen 3d Scen 4c Scen4d
 
Benefit Sensitivity to Marketing 
P c
6.8.7 O erview of Aggregate Fishery Results 
The results presented in Figure 6-17 to Figure 6-22 summarise the key implications of 
the managem
Rock lobster is increasingly being seen as a commodity. Commoditization means that 
producers f ce inte  rices and must be cost competitive 
at those prices to ensure long run viability. With price set in world markets, the key is 
to be able to reduce costs to leve
The results show that Scenarios 4a and 4b offer the greatest scope for efficiency gains. 
This arises b eatest flexibility to adjust capital inputs 
(pots and vessels) to optim atch the catch quotas set.  
In t e i particularly under Scenarios 





Figure 6-22: Aggregate Industry Net 
ri e Premium  
ent scenarios for the industry. 
rnationally determ
ls consistent with those prices.  
ined world p
ints
ecause these scenarios allow gr
enc
ize effort to best m
 on 
y losses occur under the other scenarios, 
Economic Research Associates 
that there are fewer fishing days, relative to the current circumstances, in Scenario 
and no real ability in the model to adjust capital inputs (via vessel and pot 
adjustments) under 
2 
the fixed TACC of Scenario 3a. In the presence of these additional 
constraints (compared to the current case) there are also extra costs of an extended 
season. 
The relative ranking of the alternate scenarios is not affected by the price level or 
marketing price premium. Higher prices and marketing price premiums increase the 
absolute magnitude of net benefits but leave Scenarios 4a and 4b highest ranked. 
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7 Employment and Related Social Impacts 
7.1 Introduction 
Rock lobster employment is a function of the catch and effort measured as pots per 
vessel, pot lifts and vessels. Currently the most common configuration per vessel is 
three crew members consisting of one skipper plus two deckhands.  This seems to be 
relatively stable because the current management regime has produced a fairly stable 
annual pot lift figure over the years. 
























While vessel numbers have declined, the other key driver, pot lifts has not changed as 
indicates that pots and pot lifts per vessel 
ed
The analysis below looks at the way that employment might be affected under the 
osed management scenarios. The analysis takes the above as the base and 
c irec loy to ay l an t lif bers vary across 
scenarios. It also considers the way that employment is spread across regional areas 
 a possible guide to future impacts 
The m iplier cts  d ishing emp nt so id
7.2 Catches by port of landing 
able 7-1 shows catches by port of landing. It shows the extent to which catches are 
landed at a wide variety of locations. Increasingly the use of pick up trucks by 
processors means that catch can be landed at any convenient location and that location 
e 7-1: Vessel, Pot lifts and Catch:1993/94 t 2003/0  
much and has held up at a stable level. This 
have increas . 
various prop
onnects d t emp ment the w vesse d po t num
currently as
ult  impa  of the irect f loyme  are al  cons ered. 
T
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need not be a residential and employment community. The table shows that the 
 
els 
majority of landing sites are not residential centres as defined by the ABS. 
Table 7-1: Catches by Port of Landing, UCL, LGA and Home Port
Vessels 
UCL_Name LGA Vess
Port Catch Value 
Home 
Ported 
Sandy Point* 27 510  Exmouth 0 
Cliff Head 114 2162  Irwin 5 
Dongara 892 16947 Dongara Irwin 57 
Freshwater Point 362 6872  Irwin 25 
Knobby Head 36 67  Irwin 1 
Seven Mile Beach 0 0  Irwin 0 
Abrolhos 182 3454  Geraldton 0 
Coronation Beach* 26 501  Geraldton 0 
Drummond Cove* 1 27  Geraldton 0 
Easter Group 362 6884  Geraldton 0 
Geraldton 1236 23483 Geraldton Geraldton 107 
North Island 343 6518  Geraldton 0 
Pelsart Group 174 3310  Geraldton 0 
Walabi Group 284 5404  Geraldton 0 
Horrocks Beach* 87 1651  Northampton 8 
Kalbarri 522 9914 Kalbarri Northampton 6 
Port Gregory 121 2293  Northampton 11 
Desperate Bay 103 1959  Coorow 5 
Leeman P 498 9467 Leeman Coorow 33 
Little Bay* 37 702  Coorow 0 
Beagle Island* 656 12460  Coorow 0 
Green Head 225 4274 Green Head Coorow 10 
Cervantes 225 4274 Cervantes Dandaragan 20 
Jurien Bay 591 11238 Jurien Dandaragan 16 
Wedge Island 0 0  Dandaragan 0 
Lancelin 0 0 Lancelin Gingin 42 
Ledge Point 603 11463  Gingin 21 
Seabird 293 5560  Gingin 9 
Fremantle P 1220 23180  Fremantle 132 
Hillarys 131 2495  Stirling 0 
Mindarie 408 7750  Wanneroo 0 
Two Rocks 963 18297  Wanneroo 0 
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Yanchep 78 1475  Wanneroo 0 
Rockingham 0 0 Rockingham Rockingham 0 
Safety Bay 138 2623 Safety Bay Safety Bay 0 
Mandurah 924 17547 Mandurah Mandurah 20 
Augusta 116 2204 River 
Augusta Augusta-Margaret 0 










Bunbury 167 3176 Bunbury Bunbury 2 
Busselton 248 4709 Busselton Busselton 0 
Dunsborough 38 721 Dunsborough Busselton 0 
Quindalup 20 386 Quindalup Busselton 0 
Total 12671 240146   530 
 
7.3 Vessels by Home Port 
Rock lobster vessels are home ported at a smaller number of locations than catch
are landed at and a smaller number of locations than residential communities af







an (33). Together these locations account for two thirds 
of all vessels. 
 
sus Employment Estimates for Rock Lobster Fishing 
ent 
Home Port Vessels shows the match between ports of landing, UCL name and
home ported. Many ports of landing are not residential urban and community centre
and even fewer have home ported vessels.  
The bulk of the vessels are home ported in Fremantle (132), Geraldton (107), Dongara
(57), Lancelin (42) and Leem
7.4 Estimates of Current Aggregate Employment 
The estimation of the direct employment generated by the rock lobster fleet can be 
approached in a number of ways. Census data is available on employment in the 
fishing industry and rock lobster. Previous economic impact studies have also 
estimated direct and indirect employment associated with west coast rock lobster 
fishing. Knowledge of employment patterns on vessels and with respects to pot lifts 
allows estimates of employees needed for a given fleet size. Table 7-2 shows the 




Port UCL_NAME LGA_NAME Census Employm
    
Carnarvon Carnarvon Carnarvon (S) 3 
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Beagle Island  Coorow (S)  
Desperate Bay  Coorow (S)  
Green Head  Green Head (L) Coorow (S) 9 
Leeman  Leeman (L) Coorow (S) 18 
    
Sandy Point  Exmouth (S)  
    
Abrolhos  Geraldton (C)  
Coronation Beach  Geraldton (C)  
Easter Group  Geraldton (C)  
Geraldton Geraldton Geraldton (C) 156 
North Island  Geraldton (C)  
Pelsart Group  Geraldton (C)  
Walabi Group  Geraldton (C)  
    
Drummond Cove  Greenough (S)  
    
Cliff Head  Irwin (S)  
Dongara Dongara Irwin (S) 60 
Freshwater Point  Irwin (S)  
Knobby Head  Irwin (S)  
Seven  Mile Beach  Irwin (S)  
    
Kalbarri Kalbarri Northampton (S) 12 
Po )  rt Gregory  Northampton (S
Horrocks Beach  Northampton (S)  
    
Denham Denham Shark Bay (S)  
    
Little Bay  Albany (S) 3 
    
Cervantes  Cervantes (L) Dandaragan (S) 23 
Jurien Jurien Dandaragan (S) 13 
Wedge Island  Dandaragan (S)  
    
Lancelin  Lancelin (L) Gingin (S) 13 
Ledge Point  Gingin (S) 6 
Seabird  Gingin (S)  
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Fremantle T  Fremantle (S)  
    
Rockingham Rockingham Rockingham (C)  
Safety Bay Safety Bay Rockingham (C)  
    
Hillarys  Stirling Shire S)  
    
Mindarie  Wanneroo (C)  
Two Rocks Two Rocks Wanneroo (C)  
Yanchep Yanchep Wanneroo (C) 273 
    
Augusta Augusta Augusta-Margaret River (S)  
Hamelin Bay  Augusta-Margaret River (S)  
Margaret River Margaret River Augusta-Margaret River (S)  
    
Bunbury Bunbury Bunbury (C) 3 
    
Busselton Busselton Busselton (S)  
Dunsborough Dunsborough Busselton (S)  
Quindalup (L) Quindalup (L) Busselton (S)  
    
Mandurah Mandurah Mandurah (C) 25 
    
Shires with Rock Lobster Catches  617 
    
Shires without Rock Lobster Catches  105 
    






d current employment based on employment per vessel. The 
The advantage of the Census data is that it can be broken down by the various UCL's 
as shown in Table 7-2. However there appears to be a significant underestimate of 
both commercial fishing and rock lobster employment in the Census. This appears to 
reflect the timing of the Census which was August when rock lobster fishers were “o
season”. Other approaches, including survey based estimates for recent econom
impact studies, have put the rock lobster employment at close to 2000. 
One way of considering employment is to consider the employment by vessel and 
adjust to reflect the number of vessels. The typical vessel appears to have one skipp
and two crew members with some vessels having one crew and some three. Table
shows the census year an
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estimates are based on 10% of the fleet being 1 skipper plus 1 deckhand, 80% being 1
skipper plus 2 deckhands and 10% being 1 skipper plus 3 deck hands. 
Table 7-3: Employment from Census and Based on Vessel Number
 1993/94 Census 2001 Current 
 
s 
Census Employment  722  
Vessels 639 594 549 
Employment 1,913 1,782 1,647 
Using vessel numbers as the basis for estimating employment, the 2001 employment
is in the order of 1,780 and current employment is 1,650. This is an underestimate 
because there will be land based administration or office staff. The most recent impact 
study estimated around 2,000 people employed in rock lobster fishing. Allowing for 
person per vessel to be involved in administration this would be consistent with the 
1,647 figure. The best we can do is to put direct employment in the range 1,600 to 
2,000 people.  
These are not full time equivalent n
 
1 
umbers, as the season runs for eight and half 
months and other employment is pursued in the ‘off season’ by some owner skippers 
 
e various locations. This is 
oss 
are 
and crew. They are people employed. 
7.5 Employment by Residence in Rock Lobster UCL's and Shires
Estimating employment by location is made more complex by the apparent 
underestimate of rock lobster fishing employment in the Census. However, from the 
Census data we can get a view of distribution across th
shown in Table 7-4. It shows that, using the Census estimates, employment in rock 
lobster fishing was a relatively low percentage of overall Shire employment in all 
areas with the highest being 6% for Irwin and the lowest 0.02% in Bunbury. Acr
the Shires with rock lobster catches, rock lobster accounts for 0.09% of employment 
while for Shires without catches it is only 0.07%. Rock lobster is a much higher sh
of commercial fishing employment considered in isolation with a high of 90% in 
Geraldton and 30% overall of commercial fishing employment  in Western Australia.  
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ment by Location at 200
 
1 Census 
Shire Emplo ntyme  Rock Lobster as % of 
Port E l
o
 UCL_NAM  LGA_NAME Shire Popn Tota  
Comm 
Fishing 






Carnarvon Carnarvon Carnarvon (S) 9143 3525 100 3 0.09% 3.00% 
Beagle sland I  Coorow (S)       
Desperate Bay  Coorow (S)       
Green H Lead  Green Head ( ) Coorow (S)    9   
Leem  an  Leeman (L) Coorow (S) 1344 618 34 18 2.91% 79.41% 
Sandy P  oint  Exmouth (S) 4267 1613 93 0 0 0% 
Abrolh  os  Geraldton (C)      
Coronation   Beach  Geraldton (C)      
Easter oup Gr on   Geraldt  (C)      
Gerald on  1ton Geraldton Geraldt  (C)   56   
North Is on  land  Geraldt  (C)      
Pelsart G on  roup  Geraldt  (C)      
Walabi G on 9 7236 roup  Geraldt  (C) 1 721 172  2% 91% 
Drummon g 1 5233 d Cove  Greenou h (S) 1 956 135  0 0 
Cliff ead H (   Irwin S)      
Donga    60   (S) ra Dongara Irwin  
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Freshwater Point  Irwin (S)       
Knobby Head  Irwin (S)       
Seven  Mile Beach  Irwin (S) 2837 1050 75  5.71% 80.00% 
Kalbarri Kalbarri Northampton (S)    12   
Port Gregory  Northampton (S)       
Horrocks Beach  Northampton (S) 4301 1568 47  0.77% 25.53% 
Denham Denham Shark Bay (S)         
Little Bay  Albany (S)    3     
Cervantes  Cervantes (L) Dandaragan (S)    23   
Jurien Jurien Dandaragan (S)    13    
Wedge Island  Dandaragan (S) 3082 1337 51  2.69% 70.59% 
Lancelin  Lancelin (L) Gingin (S)    13   
Ledge Point  Gingin (S)    6    
Seabird  Gingin (S) 3846 1489 49   1.28% 39%
Fremantle T  Fremantle (S)       
Rockingham Rockingham Rockingham (C)       
Safety Bay Safety Bay Rockingham (C)       
Hillarys  Stirling Shire S)       
Mindarie  Wanneroo (C)       
Two Rocks Two Rocks Wanneroo (C)       
Yanchep Yanchep Wanneroo (C) 1339993 606401 698 273   0.05% 39.11%
Augusta Augusta 
Augusta-Margaret 
River (S)       
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Hamelin Bay  
Augusta-Margaret 
River (S)       
Margaret River Margaret River 
Augusta-Margaret 
River (S) 9851 735 16  0 0 4
Bunbury Bunb  Bunbury (C) 28680 622  3 0.02% 0.02%ury 12 11  
Busselton Busselton Busselton (S)       
Dunsborough nsbo h Busselton (S)       Du roug   
Quindalup (L) indal ) Busselton (S) 058 00   0 0 Qu up (L 22 95 19
Mandurah Mand  Mandurah (C) 018 410  25 0.16% 69.44%urah 45 15 36  
Shires with Rock Lobster Cat  1506097 337 6 617 0.09% 40.17% ches 672 153
 
Shires without Rock Lobster Catches  345155 156444 714 105 0.07% 14.71% 
Western Australia   1851252 828781 2250 722 0.09% 32.09% 
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The aggregate employment is closer to 2000 based on current vessel numbers and 
there is no reliable data that allows an accurate distribution of this total or changes in 
7.6 ent Consequences of Sc
arios can be measured in one of two ways based 
. The level of employment is fundamentally a function of the 
effort o achieve the catch. This ction of vessel 
numbe en a fu  
by mo ot lifts 
pots per boat and more pot lifts per boat are used to harvest the biomass. Table 7-5 
s  of
lifts is slightly higher unde ls, 
but lower under Scena
allows s to adjust downwar tant. Under 
Scenari nd 4d, both vessel n yment 
adjusts ards on both measures. 
able 7-5: Em
Scenario Vessels Pot lifts t lifts 
it across locations. 
Employm enarios 
The employment impacts of the scen
on vessels or pot lifts
 required t  is in the first instance a fun
rs and th
re than p
nction of pot lifts. Under some scenarios vessel numbers change
change. This is because while the vessel numbers fall, more 
hows the estimates  employment by scenario. Employment based on vessels/pot 
r Scenarios 1, 1a, compared to estimates based on vesse
rios 3c and 3d. This is because the flexibility under 3c and 3d 
pot lift
os 4c a
ds even though vessel numbers stay cons
umbers and pot lifts adjust so that emplo
downw






ten years ago 639  10,251,280 1917 1917 
current 549  10,099,205 1647 1,808  
scen 1 505    9,985,108 1515 1,750  
scen 1a 480    8,454,040 1440 1,534  
scen 3c 505    7,690,528 1515 1,464  
scen 3d 505    7,673,795 1515 1,462  
scen 4c 259    7,453,548 1,188  777
scen 4d 256    7,395,849 768 1,178  
 
The following graphs s
vessels and pot lifts to estimate employme ow the position ten 
years ag  the Censu
of the ten year period.  
how the results of using vessels only and of using combined 
nt impact. The graphs sh
o, at s year, currently and then for each of the Scenarios at the end 
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2500
Employment Based on Vessels Empoyment Based on Vessels and  Pot Lifts
 
Figure 7-2: Employment Change by Scenario Based on Vessel 
Numbers and Pot Lifts 
Using vessels as the base, employment is highest under Scenario 1.  It is lowest under 
scenarios 4c and 4d where vessels are allowed to fully adjust to the 90% variable 
TACC.  Using combined vessels and pot lifts, employment is lower under scenarios 1 
and 1a but higher under scenarios 4c and 4d. This is because it accounts for the fact 
that pot lifts do not fall as much as vessels under scenarios 4c and 4d. 
7.7 Flow on Employment Consequences 
Previous impact studies of commercial fishing have estimated an employment 
multiplier of 3.28 for rock lobster fishing in Western Australia. Using this estimate we 
can estimate the total employment impacts of each scenario. This is shown in Table 
7-6. Total employment impact is estimated to be just over 5,400 at present. Using 
vessel numbers it is just under 5,000 for Scenarios 1, 3c and 3d and reduces to 4,700 
under Scenario 1a. It falls to around 2,500 under scenarios 4c and 4d reflecting the 
impact on vessels.  
Using vessels and pot lifts it is just over 5,900 current and reduces to 5,739 for 
Scenario 1, to 5,031 for Scenario 1a, to 4,801 for Scenario 3c , 4,794 for Scenario 3d, 
to just 3,800-3,900 for Scenarios 4c and 4d. 
While there will be some flow on or indirect employment impacts associated with any 
reduction in direct employment of skippers and crews, their magnitude is not easy to 
assess. In broad terms, much the same quantity of fuel and bait will be purchased, 
boats will need to be repaired although there may be fewer of them and pots and other 
fishing gear will need to be replaced. Hence these conventional multiplier impacts are 
likely to overstate the negative impact on employment. 
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Table 7-6: Estimates of Employment by Scenario Based on Pot lifts 
and Vessels 









1a sc  
scen 
3d 
Vessel Bas s ed Estimate
Aggregate 
Direct 
Employment 1917 1  1 515 1  777 768 647 1515 440 1 515
Type II 
Employment 
Multiplier 3.28 3. 28 3. 28 3.28 3.28 3.28 28 3. 28 3.
Total 
Employment 
Impact 6288 5  4 969 4  2549 2519 402 4969 723 4 969
Change Compared to Base C % 0% % -49% -49% ase 0 -5% 0
Combi  and ased Estimned Vessels Pot Lift B ates 
Aggregate 
Direct 
Employment 1917 1 50 1464 2 1188 1178 808 17 1534 146
Type II 
Employment 
Multiplier 3.28 28 3.28 3.28 3.28 3.28 3. 3.28 3.28 
Total 
Employment 
Impact 6288 5 39 4801 4 3897 3864 930 57 5031 479
Change Compared with Base 
Case 0% -12% -16% -16% -32% -33% 
 
7.8 Wealth Distribution  
The increase in net benefit across the scenarios represents an increase in the wealth of 
the ‘industry ‘(fishers, input suppliers, processors and others). In present value terms, 
the capital value or rental value of the fishery has increased. How this wealth will 
ultimately be distributed among these various industry participants depends on many 
factors. Not least of these is the way that the various scenarios are implemented. 
For example, if the sharing arrangements for remunerating crew continued, then some 
of the net benefits flowing from any increased marketing price premium under the 
alternative scenarios or, from any efficiency gains that are realized under the 
alternatives that reduced the unit costs of caught lobsters, would flow through to crew 
remaining in the industry. Similarly, any rationalization that might occur during the 
implementation phase that were to effectively reduce competition or any decision that 
the Government might take through the implementation phase to facilitate adjustment 
(for example buyouts or compensation) within the industry to a new management 
regime, will also impact on the distribution of the net benefits.  
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8 Fishery Management Issues 
At first glance, there may be a temptation to look only at net benefits as the way to 
assess a scenario. Indeed this should be the starting point because one objective of 
Integrated Fishery Management is to enhance net benefits to society in a sustainable 
manner. 
However, in determining an appropriate future policy direction for the management of 
the fishery, it is important to weigh carefully any differential risks associated with 
ea ternative scenario and how these m
discussed below. 
8.1 
The net benefit outcom
ea  the a ative Scena s v   o  e
model. The absolute levels are only indicative, and the essential measure to focus on 
is the relative size of net econom
absolute lev  
T ac ized net benefits can play out differently through the implementation 
phase and su uently as conditions change. This will be the case for all scenarios, 
although the duration of the adjustm
another.  
T tribution or sharing of the surpluses, which are ultimately realized in the 
longer term, will depend on a a e   p t a s
including the political deci
The way prices have been captured in th e ffectivel ncorp a  the 
processing sector. Therefore, the estimated surpluses effectively cover the both the 
catching and processing sectors. Given th
processing sector is not very com v  
fl  the catching sector. 
8.2 
The imple ed for each of the various alternative Scenarios as 
well as the associated risks, such as quota allocation rules, were not part of the Tender 
requirem
im ember that the model i surplus or benefit optimization model that 
ref teady state equilibrium after the adjustments to changed management 
ru nd tever Scena d l he 
im entation phase. 
For instance, we were unable to fully observe what impact the removal of the ‘150-
pot’ rule for Scenario 1 base case as adjustments to this rule change are still being 
played out in the industry. 
A r issu the Fisheries Departme s ditional management costs und  the 
al tive quota Scenarios. Whilst no doubt important to the effective management of 
the fishery under these alternative s arios, some of these costs are associated with 
the im entati phas the i a w o l -
run equilibrium. 
com
the need to incur costs to i
design changes specified under Scenarios 3 and 4 case  point. In these 
ch al
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instances, the costs will have been incurred and expensed before the steady state long 
run equilibrium position is reached. While such costs are “sunk costs”, and arguably 
should have been ignored, to be on the conservative side, at least some of these costs 
were incorporated into our analysis 
The actual implementation strategy under the alternative Scenarios can impact on the 
realized net benefits and their timing. For instance, if a catch controlled Scenario was 
adopted, the quota allocation rules could have a direct bearing on the initial net benefit 
gains. In this instance, a pro-rated allocation based on pot unit entitlements alone 
would favour those with rela nd penalizes those with a 
y impacts on the magnitude and timing of 
the initi n benefits of a management regime change but also raises potentially 
sensitive equity issues among fishers with consequent adjustment and administrative 
ents by fishers trading quota (Scenarios 3 and 
4) or fishing days (Scenario 2) will play out will depend on how the transferability 
rules unfold during the implementation phase. This will impact on the timing and flow 
plementation phase and how quickly the long run 
8.3
8.3.1 
High grading, particularly if processors’ beach prices differentiate between lobster 
 the mortality rate of caught 
 known that mortality rates of returned catch 
of rock lobster is much lower than for many rine species, and this is reflected in the 
fact tha rrent regulations require fishers to return under-sized, berried, setose, and 
odelling, it has been assumed that 
the cost of managing this risk ha actored into the additional management costs 
for the alternative scenarios prov ent of Fisheries. 
n n os 2, 3 and 4) 
There is concern that there may be a concen
pul mber-early January hese are seen as the 
h  of catch is lowest. 
In the modelling fishers are assum o i
parameters, including costs, it is rt aggregation is either a profit or 
this is because under 
Scenar , 3 and 4, effort cons ber-January is sunk and cannot be 
retrieved. It therefore has an opportu odel takes account of and 
whi v nt in the current s
ly
commit fishing days or catch. This w dividual 
fisher’s risk preferences and on the o ster. 
ring the transition period wh
al price variation will 
ol
cess  for reli icat
operational business plans and fishing decisions.  
tively low CUPE histories a
relatively high CPUE history. This not onl
al et 
costs. 
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8.3.3 Stock Level Risks (Catch Limiting Scenarios 3 and 4)  
Under these catch cont cenarios, th lling resul  that clos s 
of breeder biomass fall to low levels during  abundance s ns and in fac
much lower levels than those for the existing regime (Scenario 1) and the pot/fishing 
days his reduction in closing biom  
most notable for the fixe CC (Scenario  and fixed ITQ enario4a) an
most pronounced in Zones C and A, although Zone A stocks have been shown to be 
quite resilient in the past for unexplained biological reasons. The differences in 
clos  levels duri e low abunda easons among the alternatives were 
not as pronounced in Zone B.  
Whilst the stock levels i se instances re ered during th uence of events that 
play ver the ten-y ycle on which the modelling was based, the reduced 
stock levels may be cons  an unacceptably high risk to resource 
sust  under the q  levels used in our modelling, p ularly the fix
TACC/ITQ scenarios (3
In th , there is a trade off between the level of 
controlled catch to be set and what might be
stock. If one of these scenarios were consid  to be a serio ntender for t
future direction of mana nt arrangeme n the fishery, further sensi  
anal  help to she ht on the risk eeder biomas els. This cou
consider the impact on the breeder biomass of quota set at mo
those used in the modell r what happen recruitment in the fishery plays out a 
diffe uence of ev o those captu y past data an ed in the modelling.  
However, what we do know from our long term equilibrium lling results at a 
mor ly set  TACC will u ately require e fewer representative 
boats to achieve the con d catch levels r an extended on with mor
efficient pot designs. We  know the dy ics of a rapidl reasing stock
abundance under a conservative set TACC  also have a te cy to produ
furth tions to the  in subsequen rs.  
8.3.4 Effort Reductions (ITE Scen s 1 and 2)
For s 1 and 2, th
biom e end of the year cycle is r than the ope  stocks. Hen
effort reductions are likely to be required at the end of the ten r period, if n
befo duce the risk esource tainability if the rules under either of 
these scenarios remained unchanged 
8.3.5 Compliance a Research R s 
Und CC Scenarios (3) and ITQ Scenarios (4) there w e a different f 
com isks to manage. Currently the s is on effort toring and a  to 
TACC/ITQ requires catch/quota monitoring. This is designed to minimize under and 
undeclared catch and has greater emphasis uditing catch processor records. 
There is a risk that, if this is additional to e ng at sea compliance activities
com ustry.  
The  a risk that, ota busting is controlled and omes extensive, the 
biom  suffer and the sustainability o  resource could be threatened. This 
coul  the case if pliance system d processes a t appropriate
designed and protected. 
rolled s e mode ts show ing stock
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Und ed TACC S rio 3a and fix Q Scenario 4a, there is an increased 
risk of quota busting in periods of high or increasing stock ab nce because
fixed TACC will be low relative to the stock and catching abo
relat acerbated if t xed TACC is onservativel
prot  in low abu ce years and i  beach prices rise during these periods, 
which they typically tend to do. 
Fisheries Research has a  established m l that tracks a recasts catc h a 
high degree of accuracy based on very detail d robust catch and effort data and 
puerulus settlement indices. In order to allow this continued high level of catch 
 of the proposed management regimes and changed pot 
design they have indicated that additional costs will be incurred. These relate to the 
need for additional research sites, independent breeding stock surveys and calibration 
of data sets to allow for predictions based on new pot designs. The additional research 
costs included in the modelling should minimize risk from these sources, and are in 
fact small relative to the estimated potential net benefits. However, there must remain 
some element of risk however small, that the system will perform less well in terms of 
understanding and estimating the biomass under the proposed regimes with some 
consequent small risk to the stock. 
8.4 Matching Alternative Management Scenarios to Market 
Opportunities 
In Scenarios 1 and 2, there is a strong ‘rush to fish’ for lobster, resulting in a highly 
variable intra-seasonal supply of animals to the market that corresponds to the two 
peak pulses within a season. This also results in a markedly fluctuating annual catch 
that reflects inter-seasonal variability in recruitment.  
The intra-seasonal catch under these scenarios occurs in a limited season where the 
peak supply of animals is unaligned to the peak demand periods in the Northern 
hemisphere export markets where the bulk of the catch is sold. 
There are those in the industry, especially in the processing sector who believe that, 
from a marketing perspective, the variable supply outcomes from this regulatory 
environment are not conducive to optimizing industry returns from the commercial 
use of the limited rock lobster resource. Their view is that a regulatory framework that 
is capable of flattening intra-seasonal catch over an extended season, and producing a 
more stable, inter-seasonal catch would provide greater scope to secure higher 
average product returns and beach prices than is the case under the existing intra- and 
inter- seasonal catch patterns.  
This market assessment has been reflected in the price differentials (marketing price 
premiums) incorporated into the modelling for Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 alternatives. 
These differentials, which are additional those captured in the existing Scenario 1 base 
case, include: 
• An ‘extended season’ marketing price premium for Scenarios 2, 3 (a, b, c d) 
and 4 (a, b, c, d) ; 
• An ‘inter-year’ stability marketing price premium for the fixed TACC 
Scenario 3a and fixed ITQ Scenario 4a and to a lesser degree the variable 
TACC Scenario 3b and variable ITQ Scenario 4b; 
• An ‘intra-year’ stability marketing price premium where there is a greater 
flattening of the catch over the season as reflected in the ITQ Scenario 4 
options (a, b, c and to a lesser extent d).  
er the fix cena ed IT
unda  the 
ve the quota will be 
 set cively easy. This risk is ex he fi y to 
ect stock ndan f the
 long ode
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The marketing price premiums in the model vary for each of the alternative scenarios, 
although the pattern of prices within the season is the same across all scenarios. 
As mentioned previously, the extent of those marketing price premiums (market price 
premiums) re e state of k d 
processors ab s and the rnative 
seasonal supply patterns. Under the alternative Scenarios 2, 3 and 4, there will be 
greater scope for processors to tailor intra-seasonal beach prices to better reflect the 
relative market values of lobster and to influence lobste
when they fis here they fish and what they catch. The challenge would rest with 
the process sector if any of these alternatives were adopted. 
Moreover, under Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 alternatives, lobster fishers will want to 
discover reliable intra-seasonal price outlooks from processors so that they can make 
informed decision about when to fish, where to fish and what to catch than they 
currently do under the existing management scenario. Under these scenarios, fishers 
have a limited ber of fishing days or limited a al catch opportunity and will 
want to be aware of the net profit opportunities forgone when they comm
days or catch during the course of the season. 
8.5 Dynamic  
The modellin tential effi
adjust to the changed management rules in ways that cannot be envisaged at the 
moment. The existence of these dynamic gains in iency means that the net 
benefits will tend to be understated, particularly under the quota Scenarios 3 and 4.  
8.6 Boa umbers and Employment
There are few  the fishery in all Zones whichever scenario is 
adopted. In th   2 and 3, th e w
p ends. Unde  the boat numbers are approximately halved. 
This adjustment occurs largely during the implementation phase. 
Fewer representative boat num t 
em ent o rtunities for skippers and deck h n the case 
o nario 4, the reduction in employment opportunities for crew over the 
im entatio hase is most pronounced. This, o see 
incomes rise am t remain. 
The nature of the employment opportunities also change significantly under catch 
controlled scenarios in all three Zones. Under Scenarios 3 and 4 alternatives, there can 
b er days ed over an extended fishing season and there will be more inter-
seasonal varia the annual number of pot lif hich tends to drive deck hand 
em e
If any of Sc ployment 
requirements pose a w allenges for industry if it is to attract and hold 
s ly skille le pool of d ges 
additional to those already confronting the industry under the existing arrangements as 
a consequence  very competitive remuneration being offered by emerging Mid West 
industries such as m ent suitable
g l fishin dustry challenge, a large portion he commercial fleet is lobster 
boats. 
While there will be some flow on, or, indirect, em ment impacts associated with 
any reduction in direct employm rs
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boats will need to be repaired, although there may be fewer of them; and pots and 
other fishing gear will still need to 
multiplier impacts in Chapter 7 are most likely an overstatement and should be taken 
as b nly.
8.7 Lifestyle Choices 
The m delling is based on profit imizing behaviour of the operator of the 
representative boat in each tice, business choices made by 
individual fishers about when they fish, where they fish, and how they fish may be a 
e o ity optimization, particularly 
involved. This should not be taken as 
sugge from society’s viewpoint. 
Suc he n e its being different to the modelling results 
and outcomes. This may see more boats remaining in the fleet, and, consequently, the 
em ment impacts may be less. 
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Appendix 1: Meeting Dates 




 10 e mber 2004   S pte
 24 November 2004 
 24 March 2005 
 13 July 2005 
 12 September 2005 
 29 September 2005 
 13 October 2005 
 19 October 2005 
 26 October 2005 
  
Zone C Focus Group 28 July 2004 
 8 September 2005 
  
Zones A/B Foc  G u 27 October 2004 us ro p 
 1 August 2005 
  
Processors 29 July 2004 
 5 November 2004 
 15 November 2004 
 17 November 2004 
 5 July 2005 
 6 July 2005 
  
Economics Group 27 July 2005 
  
Biology Group 3 August 2005 
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9.2 Appendix 2: GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
USED 
Term or  
Abbreviation Used 
Meaning 
c c e bster arapace A shell ov r on a lo
CPUE This is the catch per unit of effort as measured by the catch per 
pot lift 
Efficiency Gains A measure of the resource costs that could be saved by fishing 
with the most cost effective combination of inputs and 
optimizing the various aspects of the catch (pots, days, vessels)
ERA Economic Research Associates Pty Ltd 
FBL Fishing boat license 
ITE Individual transferable effort entitleme s the pot 
numbers or pot/day that can be used by a commercial fisher to 
ay be taken 
m.  
nt define
e. There is usually catch lobster during a specified period of tim
 the catch that m
E s
no explicit limit on the size of
under an IT yste
ITQ Individual transferable quota defines a quantity of an 
individual commercial fishers lobster catch entitlement. This is 
usually expressed in kilograms and m
period of time, i.e. a season, month, or daily 
ay relate to a specified 






t is used to contro
 fishery.
Opportunity Cost A measure of the rate of return that could be
fishing if the resources committed to fishing were directed to 
this next best activity. 
 earned away from 
PI Puerulus Settlement Indices is a measure of the recruitment in 
the fishery 
Pots r to pots in the 
ind ed 






Puerulus A smooth, transparent miniature (infant) lobster 
Rus  Fish A situation where there is a greater incentive to catch sooner 
rather than later relative to the catching behaviour that would 
i i r s er t eas
h to
maxim ze f she y return  ov he s on 
‘Reds’ Quota This refers to the within season catch quota for the period from 
Mid-March to 31 August in Zon  and B es A
Setose A female lobster with distinct hairs on their swimm
i
erets under 
the ta ls indicating breeding condition. 
Tarspot A lobster carrying sperm packets. 
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TACC Total allowable commercial catch is the total quantity of 
lobster that may be taken by the commercial fi tor 
from the fishery in a defined period. 
shing sec
‘W a for  period 
ishers 
with Zone B and Zone A authorizatio
hites’ Quota This re
mber to m
fers to 
id-March in Zone 
a within season cat
B that is alloca




WRL Western rock lobster  
UCL ABS defined Urban Centre or Locality 
Recruits Recruits consist of lobsters that have been legal size for less 
than one year. 
 
Survivors Survivors consist of lobsters that have been legal size for more 





t of lobsters that have been legal size 
ore than two years. 
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Source Data: Fisheries Department 
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9.4 Appendix 4: La e n 0 4 sons 
 Quantit nn
nded Catch Volum  and Value by Loca
 
es) 






199  -01  9-00 2002-0 20039-00 2000  2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 199  2000-01 2001-02 3 -04 
Carnarvon  3 13   5    88 1  
Denham 6 15  4   399 152 122   
South Passage   5    119    
Kalbarri 474 0  2 7751 9914 51 439 317 522 12520 13640 1482  
Port Gregory 160 4 97 0912 127 121 4213 3315 3261 31  2293 
Horrocks Beach 4 85  197773 60 81 87 2240 1948 2038  1651 
Geradton 5 2917 23 8 2173 8 09119 2491 2608 77020 64149 7332  6  49581 
Dongara 6 1169 8  287 779 908 892 30871 23514 2630  22217 16947 
Leeman 7 633 506  554 4 2415 11426 386 508 601 16713 13  1304  1
Knobby Head 4 56  83  1063 44 33 43 36 1469 11  1102 677 
Cliff Head 174 6  594 57 26  12 91 103 114 4  33  3069 25  2162
Freshwater Point 541 4  276 874 7537 7244  284 308 362 14  11  9582  68  
Green Head 296 241  816 44 4946 74168 202 225 7  64  5667  42  
Jurien Bay 778 6 443 549 15945 9 3074 11238 59  535 591 20  1493  1
Cervantes 993 674 516 210 18026 3 6445673 656 26  1740  1  12460 
Little Bay 4 58  535 1173  077 44 37 44 37 1  1246 1 702 
Lancelin 8 1473 1020 74  896 27286 7 5592 1 1047 1239 38  2500  2 23531 
Ledge Point 650 1  153 11265 5 2644 42  341 517 603 17  1150  1 11463 
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15 99 406 933 725 510 Sandy Point 4 4  28 30 27 
Seabird 322 221 132 204  6 43 4989 5560 293 8500 591 44  
Fremantle 9 2864 3039 1421 2162  0 9 52861 55820 2938 75352 5410 47 89 
Mandurah 694 648 449 634 18309 17343 15162 15502 17547 924 
Bunbury 139 176 171 155 469 66 3796 3176 167 3677 8 57  
Busselton 10 26 28 75 171 690 763 2555 4170 5934 312 
Hamlin Bay 4 8 75 113 1 26 2770 4071 214 18 202 25
Augusta 4 7 15 35  109 188 52 857 2204  116 0 
Not
4 Th d c an elates entirely to lob ity. 
5 In atc n  Pelsart Islands, Dru ve, and Coronation Beach. 
 6 In at ded at 7Mile Beach. 
7 Inclu atc e Desperation Bay. 
8 Inclu atc e
9 Inclu atc nded at Two Rocks, Yanchep, Mindarie Keys
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9.5 Appendix 5: Lobster Boats: 1963-64 to 2003/04 (Number) 
Year Zone A Zone B Zone C All Zones 
1963/64 193 254 411 858 
1964/65 20 402 1 249 852 
1965/66 228 202 395 825 
1966/67 202 224 398 824 
1967/68 194 229 400 823 
1968/69 19 410 7 216 823 
1969/70 202 1 421 824 20
1970/71 205 402 820 213 
1971/72 20 395 5 209 809 
1972/73 199 215 395 809 
1973/74 199 210 394 803 
1974/75 199 207 403 809 
1975/76 19 405 9 204 808 
1976/77 199 412 80191 2 
1977/78 199 190 413 802 
1978/79 207 403 78175 5 
1979/80 20 8 4 166 40 778 
1980/81 198 170 401 769 
1981/82 200 167 400 767 
1982/83 201 175 382 758 
1983/84 197 389 167 753 
1984/85 197 167 389 753 
1985/8 5 2 750 6 20 18 363 
1986/8 205 734 7 179 350 
1963/64 193 858 254 411 
1988/89 191 169 352 712 
1989/90 187 700 166 347 
1990/9 0 689 1 18 166 343 
1991/9 175 6 676 2 16 335 
1992/93 168 167 330 665 
1993/9 164 322 639 4 153 
1994/9 158 314 621 5 149 
1995/96 149 155 1 615 31
1996/97 149 154 8 611 30
1997/9 151 3 603 8 149 30
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1998/99 148 150 298 596 
1999/00 148 150 296 594 
2000/01 148 151 295 594 
2001/02 142 284 570 144 
200 5 1 563 2/03 14 137 28
200 8 5 549 3/04 13 136 27
 
 
Source: Fi ries  she Department




† 01/02  03/04 
Appendix. 6: Boat Numbers by Crewing Levels 
02/03
MONTH 2 or < 3 4 5 or > Total 2 3 4 5 or > Total or < 3 4 5 or > Total 2 or < 
11 75 70 8 1 154 159 75 71 6 152 74 78 7   
12 70 66 13 1 150 71  155 75 62 8 145 74 10  
1 81 63 9  153 72  156 75 62 7 144 76 8  
2 70 83 16  169 72 1 69 13 51  79 16  67 69   1
3 60 79 19  158 158 68 64 13 146 66 77 15  1 
4 64 73 14  151 6 151 66 67 10  143 7 75 9  
5 70 71 7  148 73 151 66 64 6 136  73 5   




Zone B 01/02 02/03 03/04 
MONTH 2 or < 3 2 or < 3 4 5 or > Total  or < 3 al 4 5 or > Total 2 4 5 or > Tot
11 61 89 4  55 87 4  146 68 69 4 141 2 156  
12 59 95 4  158 55 88 5  148 68 71 4  143 
1 64 82 4  150 57 83 2  142 62 4  136  70 
2 65 100 4 59  152 71 71 3  145   169 91 2 
3 65 85 3 59 1 142 76 64   153 80 2 1  141
4 64 87 2  153 60 79 2  141 82 60 145 3  
5 65 82 2  149 67 73 2  142 79 59 1  139 
6 63 82 2   147 71 64 2   137 82 59 2  143  
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Zone C 01/02 03/04 02/03 
MONT 3 4 2 or < 3 4 5 or > Total  or < 3 4 5 or > Total H 2 or < 5 or > Total 2
11 225 23 21 233 28 2 284 30 219 27 278 28 1 277 2 
12 34 242 20 6 308 236 33 301 31 1 308 249 33  29  3 
1 38 248 30 1 317 22 269 27 4 322 30 275 28 334  1 
2 33 249 17  299 27 256 25 2 310 33 240 26 300 1 
3 34 256 15 1 306 25 253 25 1 304 36 235 19 292 2 
4 34 251 1  2 18  303 28 258 22  309 35 243 24  30
5 34 241 1 294  298 18 36 242 19 1 298 34 245 19  
6 44 230 17 2 293 40 1 289 34 233 18 285 232 16   
 
Notes: 
ª Boat number details in this Appendix could onciled with those sho ndix 5. However, s an insight into bo  and crewing  
  levels by month between fishing z
†Boat numbers in the period Month A authorization exercising their entitlements to fish ne B during these months. 
¹ The 2001/02 season is considered by the Fi ment as a below average catch season. 
² The 2002/03 season is considered by the Fisheri  Department as an average catch season 
³ The 2003/04 season is considered o be an above aver ge catch season 
Source Data: Fisheries Department
  
not be rec wn in the Appe  the data give at utilization
ones. 
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9.7 butio n Rock Lobster Managed Fis  Pot Uni ements¹: 
20 Number) 
Note:    
¹Excludes non- rable licenses that have less than the minimum number of pot unit endorsements on the license. There were   11 in Zo  in Zone C. 
²Multiplying the endorsed pot units by 0.82 can derive the ‘pots in water’ entitlement. This factor represents the reduction in pot usage  the 1993-94 
season. 
 
Source: Fisheries Department 
 
Endorsed Pot Units² Zone A Zone B 
Appendix 7: Distri
03-04 (
n of Wester hery Licenses by t Endors
ope ne A, 13 in Zone B and 26
entitlement that occurred in
Zone C All Zones 
60<70 4 2 Nil 6 
70<80 5 3 5   13
80<90 7 6 6   19
90<100 12 21 16  49
100<110 17 19 25   61
110<120 19 20 46 85 
120<130 22 21 38 81 
130<140 10 18 48 76 
140<150 18 15 33 66 
150<160 11 7  32 50
160<170 4 1   14 19
170<180 2 3  4 9
>180 8 1   8 17
Total 139 137 1 275 55
Management
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9.8 Appendix 8: Pot Lifts and Catch Volumes by Season by Zones- 1993/94¹ to 2003/04 
 
Zon Zone A & B All e C Zones Years 
Catch (t) Ca t Lifts  Pot Lifts (No.) tch (t) Po  (No.) Catch (t) Pot Lifts (No.) 
93/94 5539 49   5251480 5468 46 676 11007 9901156
94/95 5184 735  5252390 5609 467 6 10793 9929746
95/96 10133454 4410 5327022 5386 4806432 9796 
96/97 10249918 4458 5482484 5443 4767434 9901 
97/98 5090 5641597 5405 4784284 10495 10425881 
98/99 6875 5721238 6133 4752125 13008 10473363 
99/00 8249 5680519 6281 4717747 14530 10398266 
00/01 6075 5444435 5191 4743063 11266 10187498 
01/02 4515 5334708 4451 4615780 8966 9950488 
02/03 6420 5353411 4967 4825811 11387 22 101792
03/04 8161 5369141 5403 4730064 13564 10099205 
 
Notes: ction was eff d remained e seasons in this Table.  
 
Source Data: Fisheries Department
¹An 18% pot redu ective from this season an ffective for all 
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9.9 Appendix 9: Annual Lobster Catches and Average Annual 'Beach’ Prices: 1990-91 to 2003-04 















Current Prices³ ($/kg) 
st
19  20.65 3666 20.66  2 1 90-91 5540  9206 20.65 105.10 27.43 77.1  21.5
1991- 7 21.00 6073 20.00 1 20.50 105.90 27.02 76.10  92 605 2130  21.08
1992-93 5669 18.50 6601 17.75 12270 18.10 106.20 23.79 69.69 17.04 
1993-94 5468 28.00 5539 26.50 11007 27.25 108.50 35.06 70.74 26.04 
1994-95 5609 29.00 5184 26.00 10793 27.56 112.30 34.26 75.03 27.94 
1995-96 5388 25.50 4410 22.00 9798 23.92 116.70 28.61 77.12 24.92 
1996-97 5443 27.50 4458 26.00 9901 26.82 118.30 31.65 78.22 28.34 
1997-98 5405 20.50 5090 20.00 10495 20.26 118.00 23.97 65.13 17.83 
1998-99 6133 20.50 6875 20.50 13008 20.50 120.10 23.83 63.51 17.59 
1999-00 6281 27.00 8249 27.00 14530 27.00 122.90 30.67 62.29 22.72 
2000-01 5191 27.00 6075 26.50 11266 26.73 129.60 28.79 52.21 18.85 
2001-02 4451 33.75 4515 33.75 8966 33.75 133.10 35.40 52.80 24.07 
2002-03 4967 24.45 6420 24.45 11387 24.45 136.80 24.95 59.95 19.80 




² Trade weighted exchange rate based on the monthly pattern of lobster exports for a below average, average and above average catch season and US $/AUS$ exchange rates operating at 
the mid point of each month of lobster catch  
³Current Prices standardized at the 2003-04 trade weighted exchange rate. 
Sources: Department of Fisheries 
stralian Bureau of Statistics     Reserve Bank of Australia and Au
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9.10 Appendix 10: Catch and Price Assumptions 
9.  Assumption
Season Nov  Feb April May e Total 
RESTRICTED SEASON (15 November-30 June) 
10.1.1 (a) Catch s (tonnes) 
 
* Dec* Jan March Jun
Low 
C
170 1615 1785 425 
atch  
850 765 1700 1190 8500 
High 280 3780 1260 2240 2320 1400 700 000
Catch  
1960 14
* Predominately ‘whites’ 
9.10.1.2 
$A -$US 72cents 
9.10.1.3 (c) ‘Relative Beach Price’ Index: High Catch Season 
N c M r June
 (b) Exchange Rate Assumptions  
Grade ov De Jan Feb ar Ap May  July 
A 100 98 101 104 107 110 113 115 117 
B & C 92 90 93 96 101 104 108 98 106 
D 96 96 110 110 96 96 100 105 110 
E* 102 102 115 115 102 102 105 110 115 
F/ 110 110 120 120 
G/H*² 
104 104 110 115 120 
* in ocessor return data collected by the Fisheries Department, these grade size Accord g to pr s are sold 
   Price differen bsters 
mainly as green tails or live rather than whole cooked or whole green 
² tial do not appear to be significant among these larger lo
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July 
9.10.1.4  (d) ‘Beach Price Assumptions: High Catch Season ($/kg) 
 
Grades Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June 
A 17.00 16.65 17.20 17.70 18.20 18.70 19.20 19.55 19.90 
B& C 15.65 15.30 15.80 16.30 16.65 17.20 17.70 18.00 18.35 
D 16.30 16.30 18.70 18.70 16.30 16.30 17.00 17.85 18.70 
E 17.35 17.35 19.55 19.55 17.35 17.35 17.85 18.70 19.55 
F/ 7.70 17.70 18.70 19.55 20.40 G/H 18.70 18.70 20.40 20.40 1
 
9.10.1.5 Assumptions: Low Catch Season (8500 
erence in November ‘beach prices’ for Size A due to volume changes is 
ay 
ermen would see 
t 
 
Season Nov* Dec* Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Total 
 (e) ‘Beach Price 
tonnes). 
This would most probably mirror the same pattern of relative prices and monthly price 
movements of the high catch season except at a higher price levels. The marginal 
price diff
around $3 to $4 i.e. $20/kg instead of $17/kg. 
EXTENDED SEASON (November-August) 
9.10.1.6  (a) Catch Assumptions (tonnes) 
Catch assumptions for the extended season were prepared on the basis that the pot/d
entitlements would be specified at a level that would retain catch within defined 
sustainable levels and that the exercise of those entitlements by fish
an effort shift from the typical pulse months (higher CPUE) to later period because of 
prospect of higher prices on average offsetting lower CPUE's and other risks (poor 
weather and sea conditions). This effort shift could be expected to result in the 
distribution of the catch by grade sizes shifting slightly in favour of larger sizes, tha
is, fewer of size A and more B, C, and D’s, including perhaps the large sizes.  
Low 
Catch 
200 1380 725 650 1525 1455 1015 360 325 325 8500 
High 
Catch 
355 3220 1670 1070 1905 2030 1190 595 535 535 14000 
* Predominately ‘whites’ 
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9.10.1.7  (b) Exchange Rate Assumptions  
$A -$US  72cents 
9.10.1.8  (c) Generally Expected Extended Season ‘Beach Price’ 
Impacts 
All other things remaining equal, the changed monthly catch pattern under an 
extended season could be expected to result, on average, in higher ‘beach prices’ for 
two reasons on the assumption that the processing sector is very competitive. Catch is 
shifted from lower into expected higher product-priced months where catch was 
traditionally unavailable (July through to end of August). Second, an opportunity to 
marginally shift catch into the window when live lobster markets tend to be most 
profitable compared to other forms of lobster products (i.e. February to mid-March 
and then May/June). These profitable live lobster trade windows can extend an extra 
couple of weeks between low compared to a high catch seasons. 
9.10.1.9  (d) Relative ‘Beach Price’ Index: High Catch Season 
 
Grade Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug 
A 125 100 99 107 110 108 111 118 125 125 
B & C 98 100 100 102 109 116 116 116 92 91 
D 96 97 118 118 98 98 105 110 118 118 
E* 102 102 119 119 102 102 107 112 119 119 
F/ G/H*² 115 115 120 120 104 104 110 115 120 120 
*   According to processor returns submitted to Fisheries, these grade sizes are sold mainly as green 
es Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct 
tails or live rather than whole cooked or whole green  
²   As a general rule price differentials do not appear to be significant among these larger lobsters 
  
9.10.1.10  (e) ‘Beach Price’ Assumptions: High Catch Season ($/kg) 
 
Grad
A 17.00 16.85 18.20 18.70 18.40 18.90 20.25 21.25 21.25 21.25 17.00 17.00
B& C 15.65 15.50 16.70 17.00 17.00 17.35 18.50 19.70 19.70 19.70 16.00 16.00
D 16.30 16.50 20.10 20.10 16.60 16.60 17.85 18.70 20.10 20.10 20.10 17.85
E 17.35 17.35 20.25 20.25 17.35 17.35 18.20 20.25 20.25 20.25 20.25 19.05
F/G/H 19.55 19.55 20.40 20.40 17.70 17.70 18.70 19.55 20.40 20.40 20.40 19.55
9.10.1.11  (f) ‘Beach Price’ Assumptions Extended Low Catch Season 
ative prices and monthly price 
movements of the high catch except at a higher price level. The marginal price 
difference i
to $4/kg i.e. $20/kg instead of $17/kg. 
 
(8500 tonnes)  
T is would most probably mirror the same pattern of relh
n November ‘beach prices’ for Size A due to volume changes is around $3 
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Appendix 11: Specified Alternative Mana for the Western Ro Lobster Fishegement Options ck ry 
Controls   Current ITE    Modified ITE   ITQ-Effort controlled         ITQ  
1. Spatial – boundaries Cape Leeuwin to NW Cape 
Four Fishing Zones (A, B, 
C and Big Bank). 1
 
No Change 
T  Chree Zones  (A, B & ) 1 
No Change 
Three Zones (A, B & C) 2 
No Change 
Three Zones (A, B & 
C) 2 




(Zones B & C) 
15 March-30 June (Zone A) 
Zone A authorizations are 
entitled to fish in Zone B 
up until 14 March. 




15 November -31 August 
(Zones B & C) 
1  5 March-31August (Zone
A) 
Zone r s a A autho isation re 
entitled to fish ne  in Zo B 
up until 14 March. 
No Big Bank. 
 
Extended Season 
15 November -31 August 
(Zones B & C) 
15 March-31August (Zone 
A) 
Zone risations a A autho re 
entitled to fish in Zone B 
up until 14 March. 
No Big Bank. 
Extended Season 
15 November -31 
August (Zones B & C) 
15 Mar-31Aug (Zone 
A) 
Zone A authorisations 
are entitled to fish in 
Zone B up until 14 
March. 








Transferable zone specific 
WRL Managed Fishery 
License (MFL) attached to 
a Fishing Boat License 
(FBL). 






More e W MFthan on RL L 
can b ed t  Fe attach o an BL 
b one ut only MFL 
entitlement can be 




More than one WRL MFL 
can be attached to an FBL 
but only one MFL 
entitlement can be 
exercised on any day. 3 
No Ch
 
M  than 
ange. 
ore one WRL 
M an be attached to FL c
a L but onn FB ly one 
M entitlement can FL 
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Right of renewal. 
 
Minimum Unit Entitlement 




Minimum Unit Entitlement 




Minimum catch quota 
entitlement equivalent to a 





Minimum catch quota 
entitlement equiv. to a 


















Unit Entitlements (69,282 
units). 
 
Indiv midual maximu  Gear 

















With ber a maximum num
of pot/fishing day 
entitl ne ements in each zo
endor e. - sed on the MFL i.
Zon t/ es B & C-185 po
fishin 90 g days  - Zone A-
pot/fishing days. 
 
No allo d’ wance for ‘du
Replaced by a seasonal 
















No maximum pot 
usage Fishers can use 
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Pot size & volume 
restricted and escape gaps 
remain the same. 
 
Pot setting and retrievals 
restricted to one/day. 
days. 
 
T morewo day and  pulls 
are  as one day  to be treated
pulls. 
 
No carry f rorwa d of 
pot/fishing day credits, i.e. 
an individu hal fis er’s 
m m paximu ot numbers 
dee be  on each med to used
fishin . g day
 
















50% increase in pot volume 
















Pot design freedom up 
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Minimum size limits. 
77mm carapace (15 Nov-31 
Jan). 
 
76 rapace (1Feb-30 mm ca
Jun). 
 
Maxi  size limits for mum
female. 
115 m rapace south of m ca
30°South. 
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Controls   Current ITE    Modified ITE   ITQ-Effort controlled         ITQ  






























‘Seasonal’ TACC for each 
Zone, i. Ae. Zone -1,700 
tonnes, Zone B-3,400 






2.A conser vvati ely set 
variable an  TACnual C 
based on predicted 
(puerulus) sustainable catch 
levels for each of Zones A, 
B and C.   
 
 
Zon auth ation e A oris will 
have a catch quota in Zone 
B that can b hed ue fis ntil 




Annual Catch quotas (kg) 
by zone endorsed on 
individual  
MFL's.





TACC for each Zone, 
i.e. Zone A-1,700 
tonnes, Zone B-3,400 





2.A conservatively set 
variable annual TACC 
based on predicted 
(puerulus) sustainable 
catch levels for each of 
Zones A, B and C. 
 
Zone A authorisations 
will have a catch quota 
in Zone B that can be 
fished in Zone B at any 
 
ble 
time of the season.5  
Individual Transfera
catch Quotas (kgs) by 
 
zone endorsed on 
individual MFL’s. 
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Controls   Current ITE    Modified ITE   ITQ-Effort controlled         ITQ  
7. Satellite Vessel 
Monitoring System (VMS) 
VMS assumed to be 
operational6
VMS will be operational.  VMS will be operational. VMS will be 
operational.  
8. Transferability Individual pot entitlements 
are sfe not tran rable 
betwee  Bn Zones  & C but 
are tr bleansfera  within 
th  zoese two nes. 
 
Individ entitleual pot ments 
are tra le betnsferab ween 
Zone .  Curs A & B rent 
policy re s that quire there 




entitlements would not be 
transferable between zones 
but transferable within 
zones between fishers 
during the season, but 
within a maximum gear 
usage constraint.8
 
Individual residual catch 
quota/pot would not be 
transferable between zones 
but transferable within 
zones between fishers.9
 
Individual catch quota 
to be fully transferable 
within zones and 
within seasons. 
 
9 t. Cos  Recovery 
 
Fisherie partms De ent 
mana nt cosgeme ts 
recovere cordind  ac g to 
















-Licens ocessed pr ing 
esta ments blish
-Licens f lobsing o ter 
processin  Austrg for alian 
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Controls   Current ITE    Modified ITE   ITQ-Effort controlled         ITQ  
 
 
 Process or ing Sect
(continued) 
 
- Licensing of lobster 
processing for export is 
restricted to the existing 









No restrictions on export 
processing license numbers.  
 
 
No restrictions on 
export processing 































 inco ated into Zone B for modelling purposes, as it is a minor subset of Z utputs 
ellin der the existing management rules Big Bank operates in the followi  the 
nds.  B Zone fishers who nominate to fish the Big Bank from 10 Febru he se   Big Bank 
part e B Zone fishery and any Zone A or B fisher can go there or leave i
 inco ated into Zone B. 
ents can appear on an FBL 
 may nee be kicked-in at a lower figure if the introduction of annual catch quot
 quota to lculated using their share/proportion of the catch (based on the num mber to 14 March.  
ortion of catch thus calculated to be used for all future quota calculations. 
ision has  made to introduce VMS under the current management regime but a ional 
icted tran bility of pot entitlements between Zones A & B was reviewed by Depa d cause of concerns 
 transfer ort between Zone A and B going beyond historic levels.  The policy ad tr a versa if there is an 
nsfer in th er direction 
s would ed up such that the maximum pot usage can be increased at any time d u dded together for 
od of use r instance, a Zone C fisher has say 100 pots and 185 fishing day entitle d hed.  This fisher 
fer to anot obster fisher up to 100 pots with 100 fishing days attached for each pot e  could 
/lease say ots with 80 days fishing left and use a max of 180 pots for 80 days fishi 10 tlement. 
ample, a Z C fisher has 100 pots and an annual catch quota of 10,000 kgs and has  i kgs/pot for up to 100 
nother fish r the balance of the season.  In the same way a fisher with 100 pots and of ft ,000 kg) of quota 
would the ve 7,000 kg of quota left and he could use a maximum of 180 pots to cat   re g.  The fisher would 
rovide a n which the 180 pot usage would commence.  It would finish when 4,0  ta h

























one B. In the 
ng way: A Zon
ary must remai
t as they please
as coincided w
ber of pots hel
 for the purpose
rtment of F












n in Big B
. 
ith predic
d on the M




s fished 85 
.  The sam
n revert to 





’s judgment, this is not 
an fish in Zone B up unt
ank until midday on the 
ted low catch seasons 
FL) taken in Zone B du
luation it has been ass
RLIAC during the cou
ansfers of pots from A
iring additional pot da
ays so far in a season,
fisher with 100 pot an
0 pots per day for 20 
n the season. This fish
 could purchase/lease 
vert to 100 pots to cat
e would then have to r
likely to impact material
il 14 March, when they 
last day of February of t
ring the period 15 Nove
umed that VMS is operat
rse of this evaluation be
 Zone to B Zone and vis
ys, which can then be a
 leaving 100 still to be fis
d 100 days of fishing left
days to complete his enti
er can transfer up to 50 
80 pots with 25 kg/pot (2
ch the remaining 3,000k
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9.12 Appendix 12: Fisheries Management Costs under Alternative
Management Scenarios 
Additional Direct Costs (Above the Base Case) 
 
Scenario 3 (a) Scenar
(Pot/Quotas) (ITQ) 


























$500,000 (d) $1,580,000 (e) 
Management 0 $40,000 $400,000 
(f) (g) 




VM (b) (b) ) S (b)   (b

















(a) Assumed to be the same whether seasonal quota is fixed or variable. 
(b) T e cost neutral and no ional costs of running VMS u the alternative scenarios 
(c) Revise ost/year estimates to ensu ility of reliable stock asse ts based on Bowen 
(1994) pap prises: 
  Black Market Monitoring-$100k r 
   Information from daily a forms-$100k/year 
  ercial Monitoring of Add al Months & Sites- $200k/yea
  endent breeding stock surv additional sites & days)- $500k  
  Pu lus Collection (additional sites)- $10k/year 
 Recreational Survey-$40k/year 
tabase software 
: 
entation Task Force 
abases will be cost  recovered by straight-line amortization method 
n 
eated in the same 
 over 10 
f research 













  Stock Assessment Modelling & Data analysis- $150k/year 
(d) Capital funding for development and implementation of da
(e) On-going additional recurrent costs of
  New Quota Unit-$900,000 
  Data Entry- $480,000 
  Additional FMO’s-$200,000 
(f) One-off cost of Implem
(g) Assumes capital funding of software dat
over 10 years and added to the management cost component of the MFL Fee. The one-off cost of a
Implementation Task Force would be cost recovered but for ease of modelling this cost will be tr
way.   
Express all costs in recurrent equivalent terms, i.e. the $2,720k plus $90k ( the one-off $900k amortized
years). 
(i) No allowance for any additional cost due to extra research assessment of VMS data or development o
databases for daily quota forms.  
  
Source: Fisheries Department 
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9.13 Appendix 13  Additional Modelling Results for Fishery Zones 
This appendix includes the results for all of the scenarios considered for the final 
report. As with the four key scenarios presented in the body of the report, in this 
appendix key comparative results by fishing zone for each scenario over a ten-year 
period are presented for each of the following output variables;: 
• Biomass  
• Annual Catch 
• Annual Number of Boats   
• Annual Number of Days Fished 
• Annual Number of Pot lifts 
• Average Annual Net Economic Benefits 
9.13.1 Zone C Results  
9.13.1.1 Stocks- Breeder Biomass Index 
Figure 9-1 shows comparative results for the breeder biomass index under each of the 
alternative management scenarios at the end of each year over a steady state, ten-year, 
period.  
The X-mark
is the opening stock for the steady state ten-year period. The Year 1 stock number is 
year period (that is, the Year 10 closing stock) is at or above the opening stock at the 
ed horizontal line in Figure 9-1 represents the closing stock in Year 0 that 
the outcome for first year with the biological model switched on and represents the 
closing stock at the end of Year 1. This Year1 closing stock can be below the opening 
stock for each of the Scenarios because fishers fished hard in Year 1. 
The sustainability rule that is applied is whether closing stock at the end of the ten-
beginning of the ten-year period (that is, the Year 0 closing stock). 
The comparative results show that the closing stocks at the end of the ten-year period 
are at or above the opening stocks at the beginning of the period for the management 
Scenarios with fixed TACC. The increased closings stock outcomes under the fixed 
TACC Scenarios reflects the high stock abundance in the later years and the fixed 
seasonal quota constraints that limit annual catch substantially below those under the 
alternative regimes. 
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2 Sc3a Sc3b Sc3c Sc4a Sc4b Sc4c
 
Figure 9-1: Zone C Breeder Biomass Index over the Steady State Ten-
Year Period 
  
In the fixed TACC Scenarios 3a and 4a, the breeder biomass runs down to low level 
during the low abundance years (Years 3 to 6). This poses a sustainability risk that 
needs to weighed by fishery managers when determining the fixed TACC if either of 
these scenarios were to be adopted.  
There is also stock run downs in the low abundance years for the 50% variable TACC 
alternatives (Scenarios 3b and 4b), although not posing the same degree of risk to 
stock sustainability as the fixed TACC Scenarios 3a and 4a.  
The breeder biomass levels under the 90% variable TACC regime (Scenarios 3c and 
4c)) do not run down as much during the low abundance years 
The closing stock at the end of the ten-year period falls below the opening stock at the 
beginning of the ten-year for all scenarios other than the fixed TACC scenarios 3a and
4a. 
9.13.1.2 






state ten-year period. The fall in annual catch between years 3 to 5 in all or som
these years for each scenario is due to low stock abundance.  
This is also the case for the fixed TACC Scenarios 3a and 4a where in years 4 and 5 
the annual catch falls below the quota entitlement. This is because it is unprofitable 
for the profit-optimizing operator of the representative boat to fish additional days to 
achieve the quota entitlement.  
The high catches in years 7 and 8 for all scenarios (except the fixed TACC Scenarios
3a and 4a) reflect high stock abundance in those years.  
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Sc1 Sc2 Sc3a Sc3b Sc3c Sc4a Sc4b Sc4c
 
Figure 9-2: Zone C Annual Catch over the Steady State Ten-Year 
Period 
 
9.13.1.3 Boats  
Table 9-1 below shows the comparative results for the number of boats under each of 
the alternative scenarios. The boat numbers in these comparative results reflect the 
number of representative boats under each Scenario. This is a variable that is 
dependent on the number of fishing days, pot efficiency and pot lifts.  
Table 9-1: Zone C Lobster Fleet   
Reference Points Boats Numbers Reduction in Boat Numbers 
10 Years Ago 322  
Current ¹ 275 - 47 
Closing Fleet at the End of the 
Ten year Steady State: 
 
  
-Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 260 -15 
Scenario 1a 247 -28 
Scenario 4a 200 - 75 ²  
Scenario 4b 170 -105 ² 
Scenario 4c 138 -137 
Notes: 
¹ The current boat numbers makes no allowance for the impact of removal of the 150-pot rule where adjustments 
to this rule change are still playing out within the industry. 
² Compared to the current boat numbers 
Boat numbers, whilst declining under all scenarios, do not fall dramatically under 
Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 over the steady state ten-year period as they do under Scenario 4.  
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9.13.1.4 Days Fished 
shed for each of the management Scenarios is shown in 
Figure 9-3 below. Scenario 1 reflects the historical inter-seasonal pattern of days 
fished observed for the existing management arrangements. In the case of Scenario 2, 
where the rush to fish incentive remains, the maximum number of fishing days is used 
in all years.  
Under the fixed TACC scenarios (Scenarios 3a and 4a), fishers fish harder (more 
days) during the low abundance period in an endeavour to achieve the catch limit. In 
these Scenarios the catch limit is achieved in fewer days when stocks are more 
abundant (Years 7 to 9) and in view of the more efficient pot design available under 
these management options. In the variable TACC Scenarios (Scenarios 3b and 4b), 
the catch limits are achieved in fewer days as a result of more efficient pot design 
with more pots/boat.   



















Sc1 Sc2 Sc3a Sc3b Sc3c Sc4a Sc4b Sc4c
 
Figure 9-3 : Zone C Annual Number of Days Fished Over the Steady 
State Ten-Year Period 
9.13.1.5 Pot Lifts~ 
Figure 9-4 shows the aggregate number of annual pot lifts for each of the management 
scenarios. Scenario 1 reflects the observed inter-seasonal pattern of pot lifts for a ten-
year period under the existing management arrangements. In the case of Scenario 2, 
the maximum number of pot lifts occurs on all available fishing days in each year 
over a ten-year period. For both Scenarios the ‘rush to fish’ is switched on in the 
model. 
In the case of Scenarios 3a and 4a, the rise in annual number of pot lifts in years 3 to 6 
reflect the low stock abundance where fishers fish harder in an attempt to achieve the 
annual TACC. The fall in the number of annual pot lifts in the later years reflects high 
stock abundance. In these instances, the annual TACC can be achieved with fewer pot 
lifts with more efficient pot designs. 
The differences in annual pot lift numbers among the quota Scenarios reflects either 
differences in comparative TACC between fixed and variable TACC (Scenario 3a 
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compared to Scenario 3b and Scenario 4a compared to Scenario 4b) or more efficient 




















Sc1 Sc2 Sc3a Sc3b Sc3c Sc4a Sc4b Sc4c
 
Figure 9-4: Zone C Annual Number of Pot Lifts Over the Steady 
State Ten-Year Period 
 
9.13.1.6 Annual Flow of Net Benefits 
The figure below shows the annual net economic benefits under each of the 
alternative scenarios over the steady state ten-year period. The flow of net benefits is 
higher for all alternative Scenarios compared to the base case (Scenario 1) and 
greatest for each of the controlled catch Scenarios, particularly Scenarios 4a and 4b 
and 4c respectively. This later outcomes reflects the removal of the constraint on pot 
numbers which allows for fleet and capital rationalization, and the use of more 
efficient pot designs. 
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Figure 9-5: Zone C Annual Net Economic Benefits Over the Steady 
State Ten-Year Period 
9.13.1.7 Average Annual Net Benefit over the Steady State Ten-Year 
Period  
Figure 9-6 shows the comparative results of the average annual net benefits over the 
























Scen1 Scen2 Scen3a Scen3b Scen3c Scen4a Scen4b Scen4c
Year
Figure 9-6: Zone C Average Annual Net Benefits over the Steady 
State Ten-Year Period 
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9.13.2 Zone B Results 
9.13.2.1 Stocks – Breeder Biomass Index 
Figure 9-7  below shows comparative results of stocks under each of the alternative 
management scenarios over a steady state, ten-year, period. The variables that explain 
the differences between the alternative management scenarios are how and when the 
catch is taken and stock abundance. 
The X-marked horizontal line in Figure 6-7 represents the closing stock in Year 0 that 
is the opening stock for the steady state ten-year period. The Year 1 stock number is 
the outcome for first year with the biological model switched on and represents the 
closing stock at the end of Year 1. This Year 1 closing stock can be below the opening 
stock for each of the Scenarios because fishers fished hard in Year 1. 
The sustainability rule that is applied is whether closing stock at the end of the ten-
year period (that is, the Year 10 closing stock) is at or above the opening stock at the 
beginning of the ten-year period (that is, the Year 0 closing stock).  
The comparative results show that the closing stocks at the end of the ten-year period 
are at or below the opening stocks at the beginning of the period for all management 
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Figure 9-7: Zone B Breeder Biomass Index over the Steady State Ten-
Year Period 
 
In the fixed TACC Scenarios 3a and 4a,whilst the closing of breeder biomass runs 
down during the low abundance years (Years 3 to 6), the degree of risk to stock 
sustainability is not the same as it is for these Scenarios in Zone C.  
9.13.2.2 Annual Catch 
Figure 9-8 below reflects annual catch under each alternative scenario over the steady 
state ten-year period. Unlike Zone C, the fixed TACC is achieved in all years over the 
ten-year period, whilst the increased in annual catch in Years 5, 6 and 7 under the ITE 
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Scenarios 1 and 2 and the variable TACC alternatives (Scenarios 3b, 3c and 4b, 4c), 
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Table 9-2 below shows the comparative results for number of boats under each of the 
alternative scenarios over the ten-year period. The boat numbers in these comparative 
results reflect the number of representative boat under each Scenario. This is a 
variable that is dependent on the number of fishing days, pot efficiency and pot lifts.  
Table 9-2: Zone B Lobster Fleet   
Reference Points Boats Numbers Reduction in Boat Numbers 
10 Years Ago 164  
Current ¹ 136 - 28 
Closing Fleet at the End of the 
Ten year Steady State: 
 
  
-Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 121 -15 
Scenario 1a 115 -21 
Scenario 4a 66 -70 ²  
Scenario 4b 61 -75 ² 
Scenario 4c 59 -77 
Notes:  
¹ The current boat numbers makes no allowance for the impact of removal of the  150-pot rule where adjustments 
to this rule change are still taking place within the industry. 
² Compared to the current boat numbers 
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Boat numbers, whilst declining under all scenarios, do not fall as much under 
Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 over the steady state ten-year period as they do under Scenario 
4.In the case of Scenario 4, the model uses fewer representative boat numbers to 
achieve the specified TACC under the optimizing solutions. 
9.13.2.4 Days Fished 
The comparative days fished for each of the management Scenarios is shown in 
Figure 9-9 below. Scenario 1 reflects the historical inter-seasonal pattern of days 
fished observed for the existing management arrangements. In the case of Scenario 2, 
where the rush to fish incentive remains, the maximum number of fishing days is used 
in all years. 
For both Scenarios, the number of days fished is driven by the constraint on pot 
numbers. This is also the case for Scenarios 3a and 3b. The catch controlled Scenarios 
require fewer days to achieve the specified TACC and because more efficient pot 
designs are used.  
In the case of Scenarios 4a and 4b there are fewer days fished. This reflects fewer 
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Figure 9-9: Zone B Annual Number of Days Fished over the Steady 
State Ten-Year Period 
9.13.2.5 Pot Lifts 
Figure 9-10 shows the aggregate number of annual pot lifts for each of the 
management scenarios. Scenario 1 reflects the observed inter-seasonal pattern of pot 
lifts for a ten-year period under the existing management arrangements. In the case of 
Scenario 2, the maximum number of pot lifts generally occurs over the period because 
both pot numbers and fishing days are constrained. Under both Scenarios, the’ rush to 
fish’ is switched on in the model. 
The differences in annual pot lift numbers among the catch controlled Scenarios 
reflects either differences in comparative TACC between fixed and variable TACC 
(Scenario 3a compared to Scenario 3b and 3c and Scenario 4a compared to Scenario 
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4b and 4c) or more efficient pot design and no constraint on pot numbers (Scenario 4 
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Figure 9-10: Zone B Annual Number of Pot Lifts over the Steady 
State Ten-Year Period 
9.13.2.6 Net Benefits 
The Zone B net benefits are combined with Zone A. This is because boats with a 
Zone A authorizations are entitled to fish in Zone B and usually do so up until the end 
of February, when they gear up for the commencement of Islands fishing season on 
14 March. The fixed costs of Zone A operators cannot be easily split between the 
Zone A and Zone B activities, except by using an arbitrary rule. In these 
circumstances, a combined Zone A/B optimization outcome was a more plausible 
approach. 
The combined Zone A/B results are shown separately below.   
9.13.3 Zone A Results 
9.13.3.1 Stocks 
Figure 9-11 below shows comparative results of stocks under each of the alternative 
management scenarios over a steady state, ten-year, period. The breeder biomass in 
Zone A is very sensitive to management scenarios because Zone A animals are 
already sexually mature by the time they reach legally catchable size which means 
that there is no buffering from the catch being taken from three different size classes. 
This is only of concern if the biology of Zone A is independent and self-contained. In 
Zone A the breeder biomass has been modelled as independent but not self-contained.  
The X-marked horizontal line in Figure  represents the closing stock in Year 0 that is 
the opening stock for the steady state ten-year period. The Year 1 stock numbers for 
each of the Scenarios are the outcomes for first year with the biological component of 
the model is switched on and represents the closing stock at the end of Year 1. The 
Year1 closing stocks for each of the Scenarios can fall below or rise above the 
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opening stock for each of the Scenarios because fishers fished either harder or less 
intensively under that Scenario in Year 1. 
The sustainability rule that is applied is whether closing stock at the end of the ten-
year period (that is, the Year 10 closing stock) is at or above the opening stock at the 
beginning of the ten-year period (that is, the Year 0 closing stock). 
The comparative results show that the closing stocks at the end of the ten-year period 
are below the opening stocks at the beginning of the period for all management 
scenarios. The fall and rise in breeder biomass during the ten-year period reflect 
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Figure 9-11: Zone A Closing Stocks over the Steady State Ten-Year 
Period 
9.13.3.2 Annual Catch 
Figure 9-12 below reflects annual catch under each alternative scenario over the 
steady state ten-year period, which does not differ greatly among the Scenarios, 
largely reflecting the relatively stable year-to-year catch pattern exhibited in this Zone 
in the past. Unlike Zone C, the fixed TACC is achieved in all years except one over 
the ten year period, whilst the increased annual catch in Years 5, and 6 under the ITE 
Scenarios 1, 1a and 2) and the variable TACC alternatives (Scenarios 3b, 3c and 
4b,4c), reflected high stock abundant period and vice-versa in Years 8 and 9. 
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Figure 9-12: Zone A Annual Catch over the Steady State Ten-Year 
Period 
9.13.3.3 Boats  
Table 9-3 below shows the comparative results for number of boats under each of the 
alternative scenarios over the ten-year period. The boat numbers in these comparative 
results reflect the number of representative boats for each zone in the fishery. This is a 
variable that is dependent on the number of fishing days, pot efficiency and pot lifts.  
Table 9-3: Zone A Lobster Fleet   
Reference Points Boats Numbers Reduction in Boat Numbers 
10 Years Ago 153  
Current ¹ 138 - 47 
Closing Fleet at the End of the 
Ten year Steady State: 
 
  
-Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 124 -14 
Scenario 1a 118 -20 
Scenario 4a 60 -78 ²  
Scenario 4b 64 -74 ² 
Scenario 4c 62 -76 
Notes:  
¹ The current boat numbers makes no allowance for the impact of removal of the  150-pot rule where adjustments 
to this rule change are still taking place within   the industry. 
² Compared to the current boat numbers 
As for zones C and B boat numbers, whilst declining under all scenarios, do not fall as 
dramatically under Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 over the steady state ten-year period as they 
do under Scenario 4. 
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9.13.3.4 Days Fished 
The comparative days fished for each of the management Scenarios is shown in 
Figure 9-13. Scenario 1 reflects the historical inter-seasonal pattern of days fished 
observed for the existing management arrangements. In the case of Scenario 2, where 
the rush to fish incentive remains, the maximum number of fishing days is used in all 
years because of the constraints on pot numbers and fewer fishing days. 
The reduced number of days fished in years 5, 6 and 7 in the case of the controlled 
catch and pot numbers Scenario 3 coincides with high abundance periods where the 
annual TACC is achieved in fewer days fished with more efficient pot designs and 
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Figure 9-13: Zone A Annual Number of Days Fished over the Steady 
State Ten-Year Period 
Scenario 4 options, where there are no constraints on pot numbers allow for greater 
fleet and capital rationalization. This means fishers will work their capital base harder 
over an extended season to achieved the seasonal catch limits. 
9.13.3.5 Pot Lifts 
Figure 9-14 shows the aggregate number of annual pot lifts for each of the 
management scenarios. Scenario 1 reflects the observed inter-seasonal pattern of pot 
lifts for a ten-year period under the existing management arrangements. In the case of 
Scenario 2, the maximum number of pot lifts occurs on all available fishing days in 
each year over a ten-year period. Under both Scenarios, the ‘rush to fish’ is switched 
on in the model. 
In the case of Scenarios 3 and 4, the rise in annual number of pot lifts in Years 2, 3 
and 4 reflects declining stock abundance where fishers fish harder in order to achieve 
the annual TACC. The fall in the number of annual pot lifts in the years 5, 6, and 7 
reflects higher stock abundance and consequently can fish less intensively to achieve 
the annual TACC.  
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The differences in annual pot lift numbers among the catch controlled Scenarios 
reflects either differences in comparative TACC between fixed and variable TACC 
(Scenario 3a compared to Scenario 3b, 3c and Scenario 4a compared to Scenario 4b, 
4c) or more efficient pot design and no constraint on pot numbers (Scenario 4 
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Figure 9-14: Zone A Annual Number of Pot Lifts over the Steady 
State Ten-Year Period 
 
9.13.3.6 Net Benefits 
The Zone A net benefits are combined with Zone B. This is because boats with a 
Zone A authorizations are entitled to fish in Zone B and usually do so up until the end 
of February, when they gear up for the commencement of Islands fishing season on 
14 March. The fixed costs of Zone A operators cannot be easily split between the 
Zone A and Zone B activities except by using an arbitrary rule. In these 
circumstances, a combined Zone A/B optimization outcome was a more plausible 
approach. The combined Zone A/B results are shown separately below.   
 
9.13.4 Combined Zones A/B Net Benefit Results 
9.13.4.1 Annual Flow of Net Benefits 
Figure 9-15 shows the comparative annual net benefits for combined Zones A/B 
under each of the various Scenarios over the ten-year period. 
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Figure 9-15: Combined Zone A/B Annual Net Benefits over the 
Steady State Ten-Year Period 
 
The net present values (NPV) of the flow of annual net benefits for each of the 
alternative scenarios have not been calculated. The outcome depends on where Year 1 
starts. The NPV could be different over a ten-year period depending on whether, for 
instance, Year 1 commenced in a high or low stock abundant year. 
9.13.4.2 Combined Zone A/B Average Annual Net Benefits 
Figure 9-16 shows the comparative average annual net benefits for combined Zones 
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Figure 9-16: Combined Zone A/B Average Annual Benefits over the 
Steady State Ten-Year Period 
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i The NCP guiding principle is that legislation (including regulations, rules, proclamations, etc) should 
not restrict competition unless it can be demonstrated that the benefits of the restriction to the 
community as a whole outweigh the costs; and that the objectives of the legislation can only be 
achieved by restricting competition. Both these criteria need to be satisfied and are referred to as the 
NCP ‘public interest’ test. 
ii The Steering Committee consisted of Mr. P Rogers, Executive Director of the Department of 
Fisheries; Mr. A Gibson, Chairman of the Western Rock Lobster Development Association 
(processors); Mr. S Gill, Executive Director, Western Rock Lobster Council (lobster fishermen); Mr. N 
Thompson, Economist, Dr. N Caputi, Principal Research Scientist, and Mr. R Brown, Fisheries Policy 
Officer from the Department of Fisheries; and Mr. T Bray, Executive Officer of the Rock Lobster 
Industry Advisory Council.   
iii Lindner, B. (1994) Long Term Management Strategies for the Western Rock Lobster Industry (4 
Volumes): Economic Efficiency of Alternative Input and Output based Management Systems in the 
Western Rock Lobster Fishery: Volume 2, Fisheries Management Paper No. 68, Fisheries Dept. of 
Western Australia, Perth, (1994) 
iv Lobster catch is generally exported as whole cooked or whole raw lobster to Taiwan, Japan, and 
Hong Kong/China, or processed into tails for the US markets. Small quantities of live and whole 
cooked lobster are also exported to European markets. 
v Given the way the’ rush to fish’ has been captured in the model the discounted value of this price 
would need to be greater than those available earlier in the season as well as a margin to offset the 
higher costs of fishing in the extended season where weather conditions are unfavourable and 
catchability is relatively low. 
vi Hall, NG & Chubb, C 2001, The status of the western rock lobster, Panulirus cygnus, fishery and the 
effectiveness of management controls in increasing the egg production of the stock. Marine and 
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